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HOULTON FAR DOWN
IN SALVATION
ARMY DRIVE

Tim social event oi' the slimmer sea
I he coinbinaf mn of elegant frocks,
On June 1st the Fox Bros, will re
son
in Houlton, was the reception on
me.nm. and charming models, together
tire from business and will terminate
Saturday afternoon at the home of
'vhh ’ he handsome stage siUtii.gs
another important enterprise in which
Airs. Jas. AI. Pierce on Alain St.
made Charlotte's Style Show at the
Fox Bros, have taken a just pride.
The occasion was the intended de
I mnjde Theatre, on Wednesday last, i
It is what might be termed the local
parture of Airs. L. A. Pierce, who with
show that appealed to the feminine
weather bureau reports, which they
Air. Pierce move to Portland where
portion ot the targe audience which
have faithfully recorded each day for
they will make their home, and was
completely tilled the theatre.
15 years.
given
by
Airs.
Jas.
A
I.
Pierce.
Airs.
Jas.
Never has a more “ up-to-the-minute”
At 6.30 each morning during the
l\ Aladigan and Miss Virginia Donnell,
display of ladies apparel ever been
winter months, and noon each day dur
all of whom together with Airs. Pierce,
shown in the town in a more pleasing
ing the summer, the temperature has
were in the receiving line.
The
meetings
of
the
Mothers’
manner.
Houlton Is Justly proud of the young been recorded and placed in a book
The guests wen1 introduced by Airs.
The commodious stage was prettily
tedtos who have seen service In the kept for that purpose, they have also Groups at the High School Auditorium
H. AI. Briggs and Airs. P. L. Rideout
The drive in Southern Aroostook decorated in a way that a ided in a
Monday
evening,
was
full
of
profit
late war, and the last one to return is kept a record of other local happenings
while Jessie Waterall and Airs. (‘has. to raise $16,661.0(1 for the benefit of great measure to the attractiveness of
Miss Josephine Callahan who arrived in the same book, which has been a and Interest for those who attended
H. Fogg poured in the dining room. the Salvation Army, 75 per cent of the display.
The
music
was
greatly
enjoyed,
and
week, has received a warm most valuable record, often referred to
and
they were assisted by Aliss (’oil of which is to be spent in Houlton for a
consisted
of
a
piano
solo
by
Miss
Besides the beautiful showing of
welcome from her many friends.
by people who were interested in com
St.
John,
Airs. A. K. Stetson, Airs. Hex suitable building for carrying on the wearing apparel, hats of the latest apPauline
Smith,
a
vocal
solo
by
Miss
m as Callahan enlisted last summer paring the weather from year to year.
In the Red Cross service and sailed i The records have also been used Alberta Knox, and th ebeautiful song, Gilpatrick, Airs. N. Tompkins, (’ath- wo,’k has been extended up to Satur- proved models from the shops of Mes
day night of this week.
dames D. B. Gillin and Frank Sineoek
from New York, Sept. 15, 1918, landing several times as evidence in our courts ‘‘The Pines of Maine” by Mrs. Minnie erine Cary, Beatrice Putnam.
Chairman J. R. Harvey has been to match the various costumes were
The house was artistically decorated
Ip England where for over a month to settle some argument as to the Hughes, with violin obligato by Mrs.
with wild and cut flowers and the unfortunate in some of his commit- shown.
she was engaged In nursing Influenza j weather conditions on certain days— W. G. Hoyt.
Rev.
Mr.
Thompson
offered
the
opendresses
of the ladies were very elabo- tees as they have not covered the
The
following ladies acted as
patients, from there she went to and have been the means of saving a
Prance and was assigned to one of the large sum of money for certain trans- ing prayer. Mrs. Charles P. Barnes rate. The refreshments were provided ground as he had expected and con models: Airs. Joel Wellington, Mrs.
numerous Hospital trains, carrying ' portation companies, in this vicinity, presided and introduced Rev. Mr. by a caterer from St. John, and music sequently new men are starting out George Campbell. Mrs. Walter B.
wounded from the First Aid stations to
After June 1st, the work of recording Henry C. Speed and Miss Florence was furnished by a string orchestra, this morning to go over the ground. Clark, Mrs. Rex Gilpatrick, Mrs. S. D.
After the work that the Salvation Hamilton, Airs. Fred Blther, Mrs. Yinthe Pfr*» Hospitals.
the weather conditions and tempera- Hale of Augusta, who gave a stirring
No pains were spared to make this
Army
has done all over the world it cent McNutt, Airs. Walter Parker,
After the last big battle Of St. Mihiel ture will be taken at the TIMES office address on the “ Back to School” and the success that it was, and a large
ahe aaw more active service than at and recorded and will be accessible at ‘‘Stay In School" movement.
number of the society people of Houl- seems as though their appeals for ; Misses Ruth Davis, Virginia Donnell,
The following
following thoughts
thoughts were pre ton and other towns were present.
help should not be denied. There are Eleanor Wilkins, Virginia Bubar.
aay other time. Following the signing all times to those who are interested.
The
sented:
Plans
for
demobilization
to be sure many demands upon the ; Catherine Cary and Vita Van Ness,
of the Armistice, Miss Callahan w
a
s
---------------------must include the children as well as
people but such a worthy cause and the
Capt. G. P. Cassidy and Dr. W. B.
R.
C.
I.
PLAY
OFFICER
999
in Evacuation work of the NEW PASTOR FOR AROOSTOOK
the
soldiers.
The
hundreds
of
thouThe
annual
play
by
R.
c.
I.
Seniors
*a(;^
^
ba^
^
cents
out
of
every
dollar
Roben
were seated upon the stage and
hospitals, transferring patients to the
A meeting of some of the promi- san(ls of boys and girls who have left
which
was
given
in
the
Temple
Theaia*sed
to
be
spent
in
Houlton,
acted
in
the capacity of critics, wrhile
embarkation points, and this work Inent Unitarians of Presque Isle and
school
to
work
in
war
times
must
be
tre,
Thursday
evening,
drew
the
usual
wbere
evei*y
individual
will
indirectly
little
Adelaide
York officiated as as
* took bar to France, Italy and Germany, |Fort Fairfield, with a large delega
benefit from it, would be incentive flower girl, Miss Constance Chandler
brought
back
to
school.
Children
large
audience
and
was
pronounced
by
•ho loft Brest May 28th on the tion of Houlton, was held in the
all who attended to be one of the best ' enough for everyone to give as much in her gorgeous rainment, was ‘‘lover
George Washington, arriving In New 'ladles’ parlor of The Plymouth on shoud stay in school because:
1 School means training.
Four ever given by the school.
as they could for such a worthy cause- of Vogue.
York, May 6, and having completed her (Wednesday, May 14, says the Review.
There never has been a time when
teen
year
old
boys
and
girls
seldom
Altogether the style show was a
The play, the title of which was Offi
work, will soon receive her discharge IC. C. Harvey was made chairman of
get
jobs
which
offer
training
or
the
object
of
this
drive
was
so
much;grand
success, music for the evening
cer
999,
dealt
with
the
adventures
of
a
without returning.
the meeting and George A. Gorham of chance for advancement.
young New York millionaire, whose un ! needed in Houlton as at the present being furnished by four pieces of Bry
Miss Callahan Is the daughter of j Houlton secretary.
2 School means money. From the expected return from abroad interrupts time for with the growth of our town, son’s orchestra.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Callahan, and she I It seems that, In order to secure
table
of wages prepared in New Aoik the
daring scheme of a ‘‘Society the increase in boys and young men
It receiving a glad hand from her jthe valuable services of Rev. F. A.
City,
the
boy
who
left
school
at
fourPaffles”
who has assumed his name who naturally come to the large cen SUMMER EXCURSIONS TO
many acquaintances, who are as IGilmore* for the work in Aroostook,
absence, to steal his collec- tres, and the work which this noble
pltnsed to see her as she Is to be once jhe must have a salary of $3,000 and teen was way behind the boy wbo during
THE PACIFIC COAST
finished high school, getting a much tion of art works worth a half a mil organization has done, all are worthy
ot home.
{also the rent of a parsonage. Houl less salary.
of
the
support
of
every
resident
of
Those
who
enjoy traveling, especial
lion dollars.
ton offered to raise half of thte sum
ihis town.
ly
when
the
bothersome
details of the
3 School means health. The child
For an hour or more the action of
CLASSES ANNOUNCED FOR
of money and also to provide the who goes to work too soon is so
If
for
any
reason
you
have
not
been
journey
are
all
cared
for
in advance,
the play unfolds the happenings of the
MC RACING EVENT parsonage for Mr. Gilmore and fam- crippled in health that he does not burgler, who is also trying to kidnap a solicited, just drop around to the will certainly appreciate the attractive
lly, and Presque Isle and Fort Fair make a good worker in later life
young society woman, the police, the 1Community Club, over the Red Cross summer excursions to the beautiful
HERE JULY 3-4 field agreed to raise
_ _ $750
...............
each
toward
:
Health"means
the
difference
rooms and Gapt. Farmer, the Officer Pacific Coast as planned by the Col
between
H
n.!. imffAMfli
WaImm shown
aiiAiim In the j the galary.
w u Mr Gilmore
v
6 DGtW
GGn millionaire*
his fripnrl
<T fhp
Muck
Interest 1s being
w ill put
put apap- Hoslth
. nvni6£ins
-ulthG
life (1I1TG
an{1 1B
aI1C
life
of sick.
m ^ n a n e and
and his
triend, fjn
and
the var
var in charge will gladly give you a re- ; pitts-Beekman Tourist Co. of Boston,
the salary. Mr.
Gilmore will
a 1# Uln
ltvi a in
nn a haPPy’ US6fU
m eet to be held here, July 3rd and 4th ;proxImately,m1,
half
his A
time
in Umilt
Houlton
lous complications are finally smooth ceipt for any contributions which you i Under the leadership of expert
ness and inefficiency.
ed out to the satisfaction of all.
and the race committee have arranged j d the other
half
lnto
Presque
Isle
may make.
tourists, several limited excursions.
”
;vMiss
■ IU ^ 11 U IW f i l l
I IIH.MIrl V llll
II I ■I I I t: t igave
l \ 1“
m l.
. 1
1
1
1
Lh '
------ Hale on Tuesday
- morning
- The play was produced under
• splendid program for the entertain and Fort Fairfield. He will come
If
this
drive
does
not
reach
its
[groups
or parties will leave New Engment of Ike tkoussnds of visitors who Aroostook within a few weeks, but 'earnest and Inspiring talks on Stay- (.arefui and painstaking coaching of J. quota in Houlton it will be the first! land during June, July and August for
are expected from New Brunswick and may at first enjoy a few weeks’ vaca ing in School to the pupils of Houl- j)aj jjUtber) who must feel a just pride one that has not “gone over the top” , [a delightful tour to the Pacific Coast,
ton High School, Houlton Grammar jn bjs (]jscrjmjnating selection of the
ffiMfsm Maine.
tion.
School and Ricker Cassieal Institute. cast and tbe success of the play, for it and it seems too bad that we cannot1Among the notable places visited will
Never has the prospects of a banner
This Is Indeed a golden opportuAt the close of the program the
tuc ' seemed, as each performer came upon keep up the good reputation that we 1be the Canadian Rockies, Alaska, the
season in Aroostddk County and nlty t0 gecure preaching and other
have esablished.
Atlin Lakes, Rainer Park, Grand CanWelfare
Association
Houlton Child
the stage the parts assigned had been
Maratlmo provinces looked so promis- ,mInl8terjal work of an unusually high
was organized and the following chosen with much descretion, for ; “ A Man Alay Be Down but He is : yon, California, Yellowstone Park and
Mg as tkey do at this time, the Aroos- order, as the scholarship, intellectual
officers elected and committees ap- none appeared like amateurs, but Never Out” is the principle the Army other points of exceeding interest and
took County entry dfot having filled gtrength and spiritual depth of Mr.
works on, and the work that has been grand scenery in the American Rock!pointed:
' rather like veteran ac tors.
moat satisfactorily.
Gilmore are well known.
done by this organization all over the ies.
President, Nathaniel Tompkins; 1st
The stage settings were magnificent
The program tor Jqly 3rd and 4th as
It may here be sald that Mr. GilIt is not so costly to make such a
Vice Pres., Mrs. Charles P. Barnes; and to those who loaned furniture, , world is deserving of hearty support
anotmeed, will consist of the following >more l08t tw0 80ns in the United
---------------------comprehensive tour as one might first
2d Vice Pres. Mrs. James Aladigan; paintings, and costumes, the school is
classes 2.12, 2.15, 2.17, 2.23 Trot and ! gtates service during the great war,
CRESCENT PARK
believe. These excursions arranged so
'Corresponding Sec., Airs. Frank H. gratefully indebted, especially so to
Pace, 2.20 trot, 2.30 pace, all to close these losses naturally working great
Air. and Airs. Donald Putnam spent ^ a t the tourist goes one way and re
Jackson; Asst. Cor. Sec., Airs. Francis the Heywood for the1 loan of scenery.
June 20th. The purse hung up for havoc in a family of only four child
turns by another (thus visiting new
Dow; Treas., Dr. Fred W. Mitchell;
Following is the cast of characters: last Wednesday afternoon here.
each class Is $300.00 all to be raced on ren.
John
Page
of
Houlton.
and
Air.
AlorPlaces
all the way) cost but from $310
Auditor,
Herschel
Shaw.
Bateato, Gladwin's Valet
the 3 heat plan.
Among those present at this con
rison
of
Ft.
Kent,
were
at
the
Park
to
$785.
The time required extends
Chairman Membership Cards: Aus
Alaurice Hussey
ference from out of town were: Hon.
from
nineteen
to fifty-one days, ac
Wednesday,
last
week.
tin Ham.
.Michael Phelan. Officer 999
C. F. Daggett, W. H. Thompson, Mrs.
DR. JOHN A. DONOVAN
cording to the tour selected. All de
The
Three
Links
society
of
Pres
Chairman Child Welfare Confer
Earl Tyler
Dr. John A. Donovan, one of the E. I. Waddell and Miss Alice Appleton ence Com. Airs. Chas. I’ . Barnes.
que Isle, will hold its annual meeting tails are looked after in advance and
Whitney
Barnes,
Gladwin's
friend
oldest physicians In Maine, died sud Kimball of Presque Isle, and George
the tourist has nothing to do but en
Chairman Finance Com., Air. J. R.
Arnold P. Ross and banquet at the Pavillion on June
denly while attending services in St. B. Dunn, Judge and Mrs. Frederick A. Harvey.
joy himself to the utmost. The cost of
ISth,
with
dancing
afternoon
and
Travers Gladwin, Millioniare
Patrick's Church, Lewiston, Thursday Powers and Mrs. B. W. Hewes, Mr.
the tour includes transportation, Pull
Chairman Extension Com. Thus P.
Floyd T. Alclntire evening, and music by Kelley's or
and Mrs. George A. Gorham, Dr. and
morning.
mans, hotels, meals, automobile side
chestra.
Packard.
Helen Burton
Marion Lougee
He was born in Houlton, April 4, Mrs. Harry L. Putnam and George S.
trips, etc.
Don't
forget
our
Annual
Opening.
Advisory Board: Dr. Harry L. Put Sadie Small, her cousin
1841, and had been in continuous [ Gentle and daughter, Miss Edna of
' Similar tours are also arranged to
Eleanor Wikins Wednesday evening, June 11th. Bry
nam,
Dr. Fred W. Mann, Dr. P. M.
practice in Lewiston for 53 years. He |Houlton.
i
Atlantic City, Niagara Falls, Hudson
Alillie Scott son's full orchestra.
Ward, Dr. F. O. Orcutt, Rev. H. (\ Airs. Burden, their aunt
was a member o f the legislature in
--------------River, Lake George, Lake Champlain,
Eight
couples
of
the
graduating
C. Ellsworth Wood
Speed, Rev. Thos. Whiteside, Rev. A. Alfred Wilson
1513 and was prominent in the Maine
1Montreal, Quebec, Thousand Islands,
SATURDAY VISITORS
class
of
H.
H.
S.
with
one
of
their
Perry A. Jones
M. Thompson, Rev. Father Silke, Rev. Watkins, Chauffeur
and Androscoggin County Medical as
teachers, Miss Skinner, as chaperon, Great Lakes, Yellowstone Park, ColoThe beautiful weather of Saturday E. C. Jenkins, Prin. W. G. Hoyt, Prin. Police Captain Stone
sociations He was a former treasur-! together with the unusually fine roads
Chester AIcBriety spent Friday at Comfort Lodge, with ra<1°> California, Alaska, etc. Informaer o f the board of United States ex for automobiling drew a large number E. E. Stover, Bernard Archibald, Airs.
picnic supper. The afternoon and ^ on an^ literature may be secured at
Kearney.
Police
Inspector
amining physicians and was lo n g 'o f visitors to our town, and by eight S. S. Thornton.
evening were spent in boating and tbe Company’s office. 333 Washington
Paul Jackins
Directors Chairmen of Mother’s
prominent In th© activities of St. P at-, o ’clock, the entire square and side
dancing. The pleasant affair w a s Street, Boston,
Byron Ivy
Rvan, Roundsman
rick's Catholic church.
streets were crowded ‘with cars park- g ro u p s as follows: Mrs. Frederick G.
held
in honor of Aliss Bertie Knox’s
Roy Pond
Besides a large number of relatives ed as closely as possible and until af Dunn, Mrs. W. S. Blake, Airs. Thos. Policeman
birthday.
GRANGE NOTES
In Houlton, he leaves a large circle of ter 11 o’cock until the theatre’s were Whiteside, Mrs. Lewis Porter, Mrs.
Landlord and Mrs. Stephenson have
A
very
large and enthusiastic meet
Arthur Tozier, Airs. Harry Hallett,
friends to mourn their loss.
HARRY FREDERICK GRANT moved from Comfort Lodge to the ing was held at the Grange Hall Satur
closed the crowd remained.
The community was saddened on Pavillion and are now ready to serve day night with an attendance of over
The merchants report a splendid Mrs. Lester Ellis, Mrs. Harry Alooers.
Airs. Fred Barton, Mrs. A. E. Astle, Monday to learn of the death of their patrons.
business,
and
at
no
time
last
summer
100.
CANNON FOR HOULTON
Airs. C. W. Harmon, Airs. Austin
I. H. Davis has purchased a new
Representatives were present from
Hon. Ira G. Hersey has introduced was there a larger crowd in town on a Ham, Mrs. Leigh Cleveland, Mrs. Harry F. Grant, eldest son of C. O.
Grant, after an illness lasting over a piano for use in Kold Spring Kamp. Lowell, Alass., Grand Lake and Littlethe following bill; which was referred Saturday evening.
At the Snell House 65 guests regis- Robert J. Hawkes, Mrs. Walter Put period of two years, during which
Mrs. Martha Weir and daughter, ; ton Granges, the 3rd and 4th Degrees
to the Committee on Military Affairs,
nam, Mrs. E. C. Hull, Airs. Harry time he has been confined to the use
Miss Grace Clark, spent. Thursday at •being conferred upon a large class of
authorizing the Secretary o f War t o ' tered’ among whom were auto parties
Crawford,
Mrs. Fred Drinkwaler, of a wheel chair.
their cottage.
dOMte to the town of Houlton, M aine,; who remained over Sunday, several
candidat.es.
Mrs. Hope Wise, Airs. T. W. Pond,
Before his illness he was employed
Horace Richards and family of Ft.
am German cannon or fleldpiece.
\P itie s from Fredericton, St. John and
During the evening a very pleasing
for several years as head clerk in Fairfield spent last Thursday at the entertainment was provided by the
Bo It enacted by the Senate and j Woodstock, N. B., Bangor, Island Falls Mrs. Frank Cummings.
Woolworth's store and was one of Pioneer Cottage.
Howe of Representatives of the Un-j&nd Presque Isle also being representyoung ladies.
the most popuar young men in the
ited States of America in Congress ed.
A party of young people from H. H.
The next regular meeting will be
WHY
SHE
LOVED
HIM
assembled. That the Secretary of
town, having hosts of friends who S. and one from Eighth Grade, Houl- held on June 14th when there will be
Houlton will extend a cordial wel
War he, and he Is hereby, authorized
will regret his death at the early age ton, enjoyed a picnic dinner and sup- \the annual report of the Finance Comand directed to donate to the town of
come to Woodstock local talent who
HALSON RICHARDS CO.
of
21 years.
per here Saturday. Dancing was al mittee and the election of a Board of
Houlton, Maine, one cannon or fieldHalson Richards Company, has been visit Houlton on the evening of May
piece captured by the American Army
Air. Grant was musically inclined so enjoyed by all.
Directors. A full attendance is de
from the forces of the Imperial Ger organized at Houlton, with a capital 30th, when they will present a musical possessing a splendid voice which
Dr. and Airs. Benn and family of sired.
man Government daring the present stock o f $10,000; all common, paid in drama, “ Why She Loved Him,” under
gave promise of a brilliant future in ! Houlton were at the Park Saturday
$300; par value $100; shares subscrib the direction of Theodore H. Bird, at
this line, and his services in local Iafternoon and evening, and enjoyed
Although It will doubtless take
NEW ICE CREAM RESORT
ed, 3, President and treasured, Halson the Temple Theatre.
entertainments were always freely a sail on the lake.
some time to get the details arranged
Houlton
has many attractive lee
Richards, Houlton; clerk, Samuel A.
The play is a good one and the mus given.
pit It win result In Houlton having
and
Air
.and
Airs.
Lem
Ingraham
Cream
Parlors
but none are more atBennett, Houlton; directors, Halson ical numbers are said to be well worth ,
During his long illness he w a s:
Houlton, spent Saturday j tractive than that just opened in the
am at thoee held pieces.
W. Richards, Samuel A. Bennett and hearing.
Itenderly cared for by his sister, Airs. ; evening here.
new Masonic Building next to the
Herschel Shaw, all of Houlton.
Several popular Woodstook young ' N. C. Estabrooke with whom he made
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Daggett of Is- Temple Theatre.
Purposes, to own and lease timber ladies and gentlemen are In the c a s t;
DNE9T E. ROBINSON
his home.
Moody J. Gerow who was employed
The death oil iDrnest E. Robinson lands in the State of Maine and the and many of them have already gained j He is survived by his father, Carle- land Falls entertained a number of
at
Palmer’s Kandy Kitchen for a num
their
Island
Falls
friends
here
Satur
oocnmd May 17, at Ills home in Ban Dominion of Canada and to conduct a a reputation on the local stage.
j ton O. Grant, two sisters, Mrs. N. C.
ber
of years, is the new proprietor and
day.
A
picnic
supper
was
enjoyed.
general
lumbering
business.
Approv
ger, at the age of 58 years. Mr. RobHarry
Dunbar, “ Harry Lauder’s Estabrooke, of this town and Mrs.
he will be assisted by Mrs. Gerow, and
Mr
and
Mrs.
G.
R.
Weeks
of
Robin
tneon havtag beds ill for *omq time. ed May 21.
second” Is on the program and his Clyde Bell of Golden Ridge, also two
son entertained a party of friends in these new quarters with the tables
Ha wm a native of Hermon, going to
singing should attract many Houlton brothers, Oliver, who has recently re
jin the little gallery make it a place
Bangor 88 yetir* ago. He was travel
turned from overseas sevice, and here Sunday.
people.
PRIZE
WALTZ
(which
cannot fail to please Houlton
ing salesman for the Amos T. Tapley
The Aroostook County Dental As
Carleton.
At the Moonllte dance on Thursday
Others
In
the
cast
include
Miss
Lil
j
people.
Boot * Shoe company of Boston for
Funeral services were held Tues- sociation will hold its annual meeting j In addition to Ice Cream and Soda
evening, prizes will be awarded the lian Jones, Miss Cassle Hay, Miss Mc18 years, making Houlton his home
couple who are adjudged by popular |Gibbon, Miss Edith Dalling, Dr. Currie jday afternoon from the home of N. C. and banquet at the Park on next Sat Water he will carry a fine line of confor many years whom ho was well
acclamation to be best waltzers on Mr. Kelly, C. J. Jones, W. B. Manzer ! Estabrooke, Heywood St, conducted urday, the banquet to be served by Ifectionery, Fruit, etc.
known as a man of excellent charac
Jby Rev. Mr. Jenkins, assisted by Rev. Landlord Stephenson.
the floor.
and R. L. Bailey.
ter and was held in high esteem by
Public Dance here July 4th, music
[Thomas Whiteside, burial being made
This event will start about 10 P M.
Rev. H. Scott Smith, rector of the
business acquaintances and friedns.
by Kelley.
jat New Limerick.
so that all who desire may participate
Church of the Good Shepherd, returnHe is survived by his wife, Mrs.
in the contest.
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Putnam w e re a tie(j Saturday from Portland where he
TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES
Ahelms W. Hopkins Robinson, and
The prizes which are to be awardHusbands
don’t
miss
it.
“
For
Hus______
_____
Alamauguin
cottage Saturday.
'attended the annual conference of
lotBP brothers, Atwell, Nathan, and
ed
are
on
exhibition
in
the
window
of
j
bands
Only”
at
the
Temple,
Wednes-1
by
bis
wife,
came
up
from
Bangor
on
j
'
j
Episcopal Churches of the state. He
M a g Robinson of Hermon and Eu
the G. W. Richards Co.
day> \jay 28th.
|Saturday’s train ,and left on their r e -1 Sunday June 1st will be observed was accompanied by Bishop Brewster
gene Robinson of Bangor.
---------- !----------I
---------------------i Some of Woodstock's Best talent [ turn trip Sunday by auto, they were by the Woodmen lodges as memorial j who preached on Sunday and conMaa Florence Hale who addressed! Harry Little of Davidson came up win be heard at the Temple, Friday j accompanied to Bangor by Miss Sunday when they will meet at their [firmed a large class in the evening,
hall at 1 o’clock P. M. and march to,j The management of the Dream
tha Mother’s meeting, Monday even- to Houlton, Monday, on some b u s i - n,Sht, May 30th, in the 4-act musical jEdith Shea.
tag Is Mte guest of Mrs. S. L. White ness and was renewing acquaintances drama, “Why She Loved Him.”
j m . S. E. William Newell, son of Mr. ; Evergreen cemetery to decorate the Theatre have this week added to
on Mala S t ‘
around town.
Mrs. G. Beecher Churchill is inland Mrs. C. C. Newell, who has been graves of their departed brothers.
[their contract for future showing 43
There will he the regular services
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E. Dunn, Miss charge of the Temple Theatre for a'connected with the U. S. Signal serAirs. Jas. Dougherty and son, who j more of the Paramount pictures, this
at tha Unitarian Church next Sunday, Margaret Dunn and Miss Peggy Tonn few days while Mr. Churchill is look- Ivice, stationed in Paris, returned \have been visiting Mrs. Geneva Kid-jin addition to the 205 pictures recentRet. Frank A. Gilmore win occupy have returned home from Brookline ing after his Theatre at Fort Fair-[home Saturday, having received his der in Annapolis for the past four Iy signed up gives them ample reason
thf ptaptt
where they spent the winter.
field.
'discharge.
weeks, returned home last week.
[to advertise the “ best" in pictures.

Saw Modi Service in Differ
ent Parts of Europe

ASSOCIATION
FORMEDMONDAY

Addressed by Miss Florence
Hale of Educational Dept.

Less Than Half the Quota
Subscribed Tuesday
Noon

HOULTON
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HOULTON

T I ME S

limit of folly for any farmer to let a
single acre lie Idle that can be made
Established April 13. 1860
to produce crops this year.
A L L T H E HOME N E W S
The man who uses on his farm a
______________________ ____
______ tractorwith which one man can plow
Publishedevery Wednesday morning from S
to 10 acres a day and disc
by the TimesPublishing Co.
from 25 to 30 acres a day still has
— ----------------------—
" ! time to put in corn or oats or some
CHA8. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
other profitable crop and thousands of
farmers through the middle West are
Subscription In U. S. $1.50 per year
buying such tractors right now so
Jn advance as required by law; In
that they will be able to get into cul
Canada $2.00 in advance.
tivation acres which they would not
Single copies five cents
otherwise use this year.
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when he has been talking hard times,
It is, most assuredly, the wrong time.
If he has entered upon an undertaking
against your advice, do not seize on
the moment of its failure to say, “ I
told you so." In fact it is never the
right time for these four monosylla
bles. Oh, if people ony knew how to
discriminate between the right tine
then* would Ino
lc
and the wrong, there
k
domestic unhappiness, less silent sor
row, and less estrangement of the
heart. The greatest calamities that
overshadow our lives have sometimes
their germs in matters as apparently
slight as this.
If you would only
pause, reader. Indore the slinging
taunt, or the biting sneer, or the un
kind scoff passes your lips, just pause
long enough to ask yourself, "Is it the
right time for me to speak?" You
would shut the world against many a
heartache. The world hinges on little
things, and there are many more triv
ial than the right time and the wrong.

the after-war period will be found enshrined, not in the libraries, hut ifi the
files of the daily press. It is the link
of news, stetrhed between long-es
tranged continents, which is finally to
unite them. And when the nations
come together in lasting amity a large
measure of the credit for that, eonsummation will have to be awarded to
the world's newspapers.
T H E NEED OF A N A T IO N A L
S Y ST E M

OF

H IG H W A Y S

state highways. The movement was
fn-st launched by the National Highwav Congress m December, under
the auspices of the American Association of State Highway Officials
and the Highway Industries Assoc
iation. Since then it has been en
dorsed by about -12A Chambers of
Commerce and TYt other organiza
tions, incuding Rotary clubs, auto
mobile associations, Kiwanis clubs,
traveling men's asset g;f.t ions and
good roads and civic bodies.
The
.Maine Automobile Association, the
Portland Chamber of Commerce, and
the Portland Rotary Club are among
th ■
;* Maine organizations behind the

panacea of pain, and in a busy life
forget the smart of sorrow that n ev
e r c a n 'b e cured.
"

RENEWED TESTIMONY
No one in Houlton who suffers back
ache, headaches, or distressing urin
ary ills can afford to ignore this Houl
ton man’s twice-told story, it is con
firmed testimony that no Houlton
resident can doubt.

James Conlogtte, retired farmer. 33
The absolute need of a systemizml
North St.. Houlton, says: "Some time
plan in the const na tion of the princi
Advertising rates based upon guaran
HOME AND HAPPINESS
ago I was troubled with backache and
pal highways of the Country hus been
teed circulation.
Many a young wife is so negligent
Irom the way my kidneys were acting
demonstrated, and at a recent meet
inoveinen t.
of her husband’s comfort, is so glum
I knew I had kidney trouble.
Doan’s
ing in Chicago the leading good
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton
and blue and cheerless, that home to
Kidney Pills had been used in my
It
is
a
little
known
but
startling
roads and transportation interests
for circulation at second-class
him is not a place to stay, he’d rather
family with the best of results, so I
considered the situation which has fact that the highways of the Coun
postal rates.
be out among the boys, there’s life
took some and was satisfied with the
try,
notwithstanding
their
unimprov
been a serious one. Working under
...— ...... - ................
and fun among them, while there is
benefit received."
the plan of each State being su ed condition, are carrying more traf
M EM ORIAL DAY
nothing but fault finding and cross
preme within its own limits, a series fic, both freight and passengers,
DOANS ALWAYS HELP HIM
Next Friday many people all over looks at home. The woman who canof splendid highways has been con than all of the railroads combined.
Over five years later Mr. Conlogue
tho United States will take more of not talk intelligently and pleasantly
structed well adapted for the use.-, "Every mile of highway improved is said: "Since I recommended Doan’s
an Interest in what the day means to to her husband about business matof the individual and State, hut ex one step more toward a lower cost Kidney Pills, I have used them sev
tbem than ever before. The war has ters that concern them both, and
FO LLO W IN G TH E N E W S
cept in rare eases, constructed with of farm and manufactured products, eral times when I have needed a kid
brought sadness to many a home, in make the home a cheery place that he
If world events rained in on us no thought, whatever, of the Nation for the increased comfort and plea ney medicine. They have always
wb|cb the Silent Reaper had never will not be ashamed to invite his
during the war. the return of peace al highway problem as a whole. In sure of every man, woman and child, helped me."
entered, and yet it is something , friends to visit ,is lost. He most likehas brought them in a deluge. The some states
the improved
roads for greater earning possibilities of
Price 60c, at all dealers.
Don’t
wblcb the Silent Reaper had never ly will bring his friends when she is
whole earth seems to he sending reached the state line at one point our agricultural districts, and a bet
simply
ask
for
a
kidney
remedy—get
In the hustle and bustle of dally cleaning house, or has a sick head
forth news, and we get it in radio- and in the adjoining state at an- ter Country by welding together in
Doan's Kidney Pills—the same that
duties how little we think of those j ache, or there is nothing good for dingrams, cablegrams, telegrams, hour other.
In one state the traveler closer association its dicerent secwho have passed to the great be- ner, but that doesn’t make any differMr. Conlogue had.
Foster-Milburn
tions,
deelares
Chairman
S.
M.
Wilafter hour and day after day. Coun- ■would run from a splendid macadam
Co.,
Mfgrs.,
Buffalo,
N.
Y.
yond, so that it is fitting that once ! ence, it doesn’t excuse her for getting ,
tries which were giving no account of highway onto an unimproved and al- Hams of the newly organized eounduring the year the Government j out of sorts about it, she must smile :
themselves speak out now will not most
impassable continuing
road cil.
should proclaim the 30th of May and |on and do the best she can, not forbudge an inch and will be heard. That in the next state. There has been no
G et Rid o f That
set aside one day in the year for this j getting that a good name is rather to j
Mexico should he vocal again is a attempt to lay out a system that will
Let us not wait until our blessings
observance.
be chosen than great riches, it is a
Persistent Cough
mere flea-bite. Australia has entered take care of inter-state traffic ex- are gone before we begin to prize
Primarily Decoration Day was in- j priceless possession that can only be :
Stop that weakening, persistent cough
the forum; China is convulsed with cept in special cases where it has them,
or
cold,
threatening throat or lun#
tended for the Soldiers and Sailors obtained by being put through the j
affections, with Eckman’s Alterative,
plans for her future; we read of heat- been for the interest of the individ* * *
who gave their lives in the Civil war, . fiery furnace. This is the way true
the tonic and upbullder of 20 years’
ed debates at Tokio, and Korea, long ual states to do so. In Maine we
\vh»t ic thP
hnn-vimri t u c -o successful use. 80c and $1.50 bottles
but for many years people every- metal is tested. Let the young hus- j
from druggists, or from
silent, is aflame with interest. All this, ha ve splendid example of the ideal; is time e n o ^ h L lu Z o T z n l T y
ECKM AN LABORATORY. Philadelphia
where have used the day for decora- Jband and wife not grow discouraged j
with South America thrown in, would interstate highway in that great who work and scurry through day
ling the graves of those dear to them ,' at defects they find in one another, j
make it hard to keep up with the pro thoroughfare of travel running from after day, vainly endeavoring to do a
and stopping long enough from ord-jThey are always there, but time and j
U. S. R. R. A D M I N I S T R A T I O N
through
Massachu little more than any mortal ought
cession of events. Yet the man in the Boston, north
inary cares to give a little time and f patience smooth our wrinkles, and j
D ire c to r G en e ral of R a ilro a d s
street is sometimes perplexed even by setts and New Hampshire to Ports to do in a day, are injured physically
thought to their dear ones. It mat- adapt the pair to each other’s ways, j
BANGOR
& AROOSTOOK R. R.
the happenings in Europe, now in tur mouth, and then on to Portland and , and mentally and do not in the end
TIME TABLE
ters not whether the graves of our
Corrected to May 4, 1919
moil from end to end. What are the beyond. On the other hand we have ; accomplish as much as the quiet,
THE “ HUT” AT LE MANS
departed are decorated with the
Trains Dally Except Sunday
excellent examples of the reverse. steady worker who keeps on serenely
The 26th division left behind it in jSpartacans doing in Germany? Is
most costly flowers, or a wild rose or
From HOULTON
Ebert
still
in
power,
and
what
of
Hun-;
At
Fryeburg
the
motorist
drops
from
hour after hour until weary, and then 8.38 a. m.— For Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
apple blossom, either one means the |France a memorial that will be ap
Limestone
and Van Buren.
gary? Is the Polish question settled?! the fine State highway on the Maine has the good sense to rest.
9.15 a. m.— For Bangor, Portland and
same, It Is the thought behind the ex preciated in very practical fashion
How about Danzig? Just where are th e, side of the line to the rough and un* * *
! 11.45Boston.
pression which counts. Just a simple by most of the soldiers yet to come
a. m.— For Ashland, St. Francis, Ft.
Bolshevists
fighting,
and
how
much
o
f
.
improved
stretch
of
road
on
the
Kent, Washburn, Presque Isle, Van
rememberance for those who have home. That is the immense Yan
When
hearts are broken and I
Buren, via Squa Pan and Mapleton.
Russia will he left when the soviets New Hampshire side which contin
been near and dear to us means, a kee division hut that faces the cathe
friends fail, this active stirring world j 1.30 p. m.— For Dover & Foxcroft, Green
ues
until
the
North
and
South
trunk
have
finished
their
job?
ville, Bangor, Portland and Boston.
whole lot and the fathers and moth dral at Le Mans, the centre of the
of ours makes room for us all to go to ! 6.20 p. m.— For Bangor, Portland and
Then there is the peace conference, line near North Conway is reached.
Boston, Buffet Sleeping Car Caribou
work and forget our troubles. If it j
ers, the sisters, and brothers, all come region where nearly all units linger
to Boston.
with the “ big four” in the coils of com No effort is made by New Hamp
were not for something to do, and the j 7.51 p. m.— For Fort Fairfield, Van Buren
for a rememberance together with a time on their way from the sec
plications as formidable as any of shire to help Maine people travel
Due HOULTON
the soldiers and sailors o f our wars. ond or third army areas to the coast
chance to do it, what would become of >8.30 a. m.— From
Boston, Portland, Ban
into that state, or vice versa. Maine
ports.
The
h
u
t-s
o
called,
though
It
'those
with
which
Laocoou
had
a
struggor. Blffet Sleeping Car Boston to
the mother when her baby dies? Do i
While to some the day is saddened
without
I
is
building
a
State
highway
from
gle.
Can
you
puzzle
it
out
by not being able to decorate the has a theatre with a seating capacyou think she would ever
recover ! 9.11 a. m.— From Van Buren, Caribou, Ft.
social going on a special steamer to P aris?: Portland to the New Hampshire line from such an anguish if she found j
graves of those who now lie on ity of athousand, spacious
£a£ ^ !£ r()m Boston, Portla„ d, Ba„ .
library, restaurant bath Are the fourteen points accepted or via Poland Spring, South Paris, and nothing to do but clasp the empty !
Greenville. Dover & Foxcroft.
foreign soil, yet the thought of them rooms,
It is a very important
filed down to meet the wishes of con Bethel.
and the doing for others means the rooms, offices, sleeping quarters for
cradle and tondle the unused gar- I
Van Buren, Washburn, Presque Isle,
scientious objectors? What has be thoroughfare for this State but with
via Squa Pan.
ments? Be up and doing then, (-ij.
same, and we can be assured that 150 men, etc.—was given to the New
vjn’ , 6.15 p. m.— From Van Buren, Limestone,
come of the “ self-determination o f , New Hampshire it is different and
wherever they are the graves will England boys by residents of York
broken hearted children of our com - '
Caribou. Fort Fairfield.
^
_
, „
7.48 p .m .— From Boston, Portland, Banpeoples” ? Are we to go back to al people who wish to continue on to
ail be decorated by the people in j Harbor,
Me., fully equipped and
inon parent, sorrow. So shall the
gor.
heal ami
and m
the
balm be
yielded tion
.Timmay
e tables
giving at
complete
informaFrance who deeply appreciate what j handsomely decorated. True, it was liances and balances of power or for-1 Gorham and Berlin, N. H., and be- heart
ncdii ucdi
e uaim
ue
>ieiaea.
be obtained
ticket offices.
our boys have done for them.
Icompleted only just before the divi- ward to a league of nations? All these yond, must do so over a rough road Work will keep off pity’s pension list GEO M. HOUGHTO.v , General Passenger
,
Ision was ready to embark for home, uncertainties and certainties seem to after crossing the line, unless pre and maintain in your bosom the soul Agent, Bangor, Me.
This is
descend on us like a vast kaleido-j sent plans are changed.
! of a steadfast soldier rather than that
UM IVKR8AL M IL IT A R Y TR A IN IN G ! but that
did not lessen the appre
ciation of the boys any more than scope. Yet by close attention the II where the need of some kind of Na- of a whimperer and a craven. Thank
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Much has been said before a n d ;
If mer
it dims the spirit behind the gift. pieces qan be got to match here and tional control comes in.
the destiny that sends you many tasks
since the war regarding universal j
It is the largest building erected in thre until out of the confused mo chandise is to be hauled from one for prompt fulfillment and many per
military
training, and since th e !
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
are traceable. state to another or through a series of
France exclusively for such a purpose, saic definite figures
plexing things for wise adjustment,
OFFICE AT RESIDENCE
world’s war the advantage of those j
states
it
cannot
he
done
unless
the
By
keeping
the
salient
things
in
mind
though the Y. M. C. A. has taken over
otherwise you would never forget the
nations who had adopted it has been :
129
Main St. Houlton, Me.
road
is
suitable
through
them
all
larger structures, as for example the and piecing them on to each other day
plainly evident.
1Palais de Glace in Paris and the great by day you can form a fairly clear idea If there is a distance of a few mile? wound that throbs with fresh pain
whenever night comes and the duties
As has been well said the best way
; casino at Nice. It bears the nam? of the march of events. In spite of or even a mile or two between of the day are hushed rest. It is
NEW DENTAL PARLORS
to preserve peace is to prepare for i
“ York Harbor Yankee Division Hut,” censorship, annihilating space and states where no highway work has then that the old wound revives; it is
Corner Pleasant Street and
war, but ellmlnlate the advantage of 1
and every day many thousands of scl time, the news triumphs at last, and been done, and this stretch is im then that life throws off its disguise
Highland Ave.
military training to our country and i
diers find there a hospitality that you realize that you are living in the passable, the whole route is Impas and
"sorrow's crown of
sorrow"
look at It entirely from a physical
DR. L. P. HUGHES
brings vivid reminders of the brilliant greatest age of it since the world be sable. A piece of road is no bettor crushes its thorn into our brow; it is
standpoint, there Is much in i t s !
than
its
poorest
section,
the
same
gan.
record of our New England soldiers
then that the heavens melt and noth
favor, beneficial as it is to the health
Seth S. Thornton
Then' is here an endowment as as 110 chain fs stronger than its ing is left hut the influence of help Ransford W. Shaw
and of the generosity of one of this
of our young men.
weakest
link.
well
as
a
legacy,
a
promise
as
well
region’s most beautiful coast resorts.
SHAW & THORNTON
less despair. Seek work, then, as
As we look around among the boys
With the intention of adjusting
as an achievement.
A century of
ATTORNEYS
of our acquaintance who have re -;
A TIME FOR ALL THINGS
invention has gone to promoting the this very aggravating situation the
Prompt attention to all business
turned from France after six months
To build yourself up when Houlton,
Timeliness is as important as fit demand for news, and the demand Federal Highway Council has been
Main*
or a year and a half, there are scarce
ness. The right thing may become for news has powerfully stimulated organized at Chicago the objects of you feel run down—to
Piobate matters have Special
ly any but what show that military
wrong unless it is done at the right invention. When we look back to which aie to have created a Federal
Attention
training is beneficial in every way.
which shall
bring back health, appetite
homoeopathic days of news Highway Commission
time. Look well to the time of do the
Regularity in every detail of their
National svstem of intering anything.
If your wife looks gathering, it is to a time in which lav out
and strength—take
DR. F. 0 . ORCUTT
routine, plain food and hard work has
worried and worn out, be sure it is the countries were so cut off from
produced in young men a something
DENTIST
not the time to tell her that dinner is each other by "the salt, dividing sea”
which they did not have when they
Sincock
Block
not hot or that the bread is sour. that each went its own way, care
left, very few of them hut what have
Comfort her; cheer her up. Use the less of the rest, save as its own com
gained in flesh, the little ailments
ten thousand little strategems you niercial and political interests were As an aid to robustness, thousands
DR. W. B. R0BEN
which they had when they left home
Cable and wireless have upon thousands use
were wont to handle so skillfully in served.
OSTEOPATHIC
PHYSICIAN
have disappeared and they are differ
the old days to bring out the smiles changed all that. Once we took care
Suite
22,
Mansur
Block
ent from when they left heme.
around her lips. If you’re annoyed to "mind our own business"; today we
Tel.
156
Houlton,
Maine
Any system of military training
Largest Sale of Any Medicine in the World.
or vexed at people, just remember it find it our business, even in peace
Sold everywhere. In Boxes, 10c., 25c.
will benefit our boys, whether it is in
is not the right time to speak. ’ lose times, to scrutinize rlnstdy whatever as regular as clock-work the year
the High School or elsewhere. Com
your mouth.
Shut your teeth to happens in Europe, Asia and the isffis
bined in our school curriculum it is gether firmly, and it will save you of the sea. For while slow-going his around. A rich tonic, Scott's—
abounds in elements that con
an added incentive for good work and many a useless and unavailing regret, tory has been traveling with the moss
tribute to the up-building of
then when the time comes, that our
and many a bitter enemy.
If you at a snail's pace, the journalistic I’m k strength.
Be sure that you
Government calls for our services happen to feel a little cross, and who
girdles tin* earth with it at a hound.
bay
Scott's
Emulsion.
as they did in 1917— 18 the prepara among us do not at one time or an
Its A S S A M quality gives it
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, 31. J.
19-S
Tin* greatest record of the war and
tion for actual warfare will take lit
other, do not select that time for re
that rich flavor
tle time.
proving your noisy household flock. A
Gen’l Wood, Col. Roosevelt and word spok'-n in passion will make a
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
others had the right idea and in scar that a summer of smiles ca.i
Gen’l, Wood who originated the hardly heal over. If you arte a wife,
Plattsburg idea, the nation owes never tease your husband when he
much more than he has been given comes home, weary from his day’s
credit for.
Without the previous business. It is not the right time. Do
training which many officers had in not ask him for expensive outlays
to enjoy that drink of all table
Plattsburg in the two years before
the U. S. entered the war, the effi
drinks,
ciency of our officers would have
S o ld o n ly in s e a le d p a c k a g e s
been materially lessened. The idea
of Universal training is along these
lines.
122

/ Ij

KEEP STRONG

Scott’s Emulsion

REDROSE

N o w ’s T h e T i m e

T E A ls good te a

1919 18 NO Y E A R
FOR

IDLE ACRES|

Regardless of temporary market
fluctuations, and no matter how much
live stock the farmers in America are
able to pat on the market next Fall,
the demand will undoubtedly continue
so great that the prices will be ex
tremely profitable.
This Is true because, regardless of
the fact that peace is supposed to
reign now in Europe, brotherly love
is far from being a habit as yet and
some of the little nations created by
the Peace Conference are so keen to
keep on fighting that they haven t
time to settle down and enjoy their
new Independence.
Besides this the milk herds and the
breeding stock, among the swine, beef
cattle and sheep, have been killed off
for food, so that it will take at least
another season before Europe will be
able to produce anywhere near
enough meat and other foodstuffs to
affect
seriously the prices that
Americas’ farmers are getting for
everything that they can raise.
Under these conditions, it is the

c h i l d ’s
h e a lt h

It is a fact which many mothers havt
been obliged to admit, that their chil
dren, otherwise perfectly healthy, are
sufferers from worms, which cause dis
tressing symptoms familiar to parents.
If your child is thin, nervous, restless at
night, look for worms, and if present
don’t delay using the safe and proper
remedy, “L.F.” Atwood’s Medicine. The
following testimonials were unsolicited:
“ I have raised seven children to manhood and womanhood keeping them well
<L' F -” Atwood s
remedy for worms with which so many
children are tormented.”
Mrs. C. A. Treadwell, Naples, Me.
"M y little girl used to have worms
and would be sick three
or four days at a time. I
began the use of the true
“L. F.” Medicine and she
has not had a spell since.
< Mrs, Ida M. Nason,
Clinton, Me.
Get a bottle for 50
cents from your dealer
for sixty teaspoonful doses
or write us today.
The “ L. F.” MedicineCo.
Portland, Me.

T h e O riginal

Postum Ce re a l
A n invigorating cup of rich, snappy
flavor, full-bodied and delicious to
the taste. T h e very thing to add
to your solid table enjoyment, for
it is part of the m eal—not merely
something to drink with it.
Postum is boiled just like coffee
(full 15 minutes after boiling be
gins), but unlike coffee it is pure
and drug-free.
Coffee drinking
usually upsets nerves, stomach and
heart.
Postum contains nothing
harmful.

A t Grocers —

x

x

Since you must eat,” the Doctor said,
“ Be sure you eat a lot of bread—
Be sure ’tis made o f Town Talk Flour
And you’ll feel better from that hour.”
"

M ille d o n H o n o r — I d e a l f o r
E v e r y B a k in g

Two Sizes -

Usually sold at 15c and 25c
x m x x m m iflfi^ x m m m x x m m i

TOWNTALKFLOUR

*

I
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Be it resolved, therefore, by the of j to whom we offer our most sincere
ficers and directors of the Maine Au 'sympathy in her great bereavement.
tomobile Association, here assembled, ! Copies also shall lie sent to the daily
that in the death of President Files ^papers of Maine and to the Bruns
Adopted By Tho Officer* And Direc the Association has lost a member wick Record.
tor* of The Maine Automobile
; whose place can never be adequately j Unanimously adopted at a special
Association
filled. Few men possessed his won- meeting of the officers and directors
derful ability as an executive, and as called for the purpose at Portland,
Prof. George T. Files, since 1916 a Speaker) none had rarer tact in Maine, May 3, 1919.
President of the Maine Automobile handling any difficult situation which Signed:
H. W. RICKER, Acting President.
Association, died at Boston, Mass., arose
His work for good roads in
D. W. HOEGG, Jr., Acting Sec.
April 23, 1919, after a long Illness the Malne wm g0 down in history as
result of overwork due to ten months ,among the most effective done by Committee on Resolutions:
CHARLES S. HIGHBORN. Augusta
splendid service for the great cause any individual in the State. He was
D.
\V. HOEGG, Jr.. Portland
ef the Allies on the battle fronts of one o{ the eariiest advocates of bet- j
France.
ter highways and was one of the first
Prof. Files was as much a martyr to appreciate their value to the in- jI DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP
te the cause for which the war was dustrial and agricultural, as well as j The partnership heretofore existing
fought as any of the soldiers who fell an of the other interests of the State, between the undersigned, Roland H.
Hovey and Guy C. Porter, at Houlton,
on the battlefield. Although far from The majority of the progressive high- Maine, for the purpose of conducting
well and strongly advised by his way and automombile laws of Maine an insurance business is hereby dis
Mends not to go he felt that duty were carried through the Legislature solved. The business of said part
called him and in February, 1913, he with the aid of, and in many cases, nership will hereafter be conducted
by said Porter to whom all debts due
tailed from New York as one of the as a result of, his effective work in the firm shall be paid and all claims
principal members o f the Y. M. C. A. framing them and in clearly present against said firm presented for pay
ing their advantages to that body.
ment.
staff overseas.
Houlton, Maine, May 19, 1919.
Be it also resolved, that in the
During the Spring and Summer
ROLAND H. HOVEY,
death
of
President
Files
the
officers
months of 1918, when the Germans
GUY C. PORTER,
were making their terrific drives and directors of the Association feel 321p
afalnst the Allies, Prof. Files was at a distinct personal loss. For many
tached to the French Army doing his years they have worked with him and
NOTICE OF FORELOSURE
utmost to maintain its morale when had come to love him as a brother,
Whereas,
Thomas Giberson of Cas
everything looked the darkest, and as one who was always ready to ex- well Plantation in the County of
sustaining its courage with the r e - j tend to them a helping hand if the Aroostook and State of Maine, by his
putted statements that the Americans i occasion required. In his death they mortgage deed dated March 9th, 1918,
and recorded in Aroostook Registry
were on the way and would soon ar- jmourn the loss of a true friend,
of Deeds, Northern District, Vol. 84,
life In sufficient numbers to turn ! Be it also resolved that these reso- Page 576, conveyed to us, the under
back the enemy hordes. His work lutions be spread upon the records, signed, certain real estate situate in
was long and trying, his faith within ! and that a copy be sent to Mrs. Files said Caswell Plantation and described
himself had to be strong, for delays
were many, and the Americans seem
ed slow In arriving. The strain on
him was tremendous but he main
tained a spirit o f optimism in face of
aB odds and his work was one of the
fftat factors In keeping the spirit of
Presque Isle* Maine
the French alive to withstand the as
saults o f the Germans and hold them
hack until help should arrive.
At
Chateau Thierry he saw his unbound
ed faith realised and witnessed the
great turn of the tide which meant
victory tor the Allies and for the
cause of right.
Continuing his work he was made
Biucatlonal Director of the 10th
-•
French Army and was offered even
greater responsibilities but his health
would not permit of his accepting
Later he was stricken with inand for a time his life was
despaired of. Recovery from this
left him weak and physically broken, i
H# returned to the United States
late In November to learn o f thn '
death of Mrs. Files’ brother.
He
made several addresses throughout |
Milne for patriotic causes which still
further sapped his vitality, and then i
he was taken seriously ill in Boston |
Prices on all Coal to advance May 1st
where he was staying. He was re
moved to the Deaconess hospital
where at times he showed improveTelephone 403-4
ment but Jn the long weeks which fol
lowed his decline was gradual but
steady, until his untimely death.

KESOUmONS ON THE DEATH
OF PRESIDENT G. T. FILES

j

P erry C oa l C o m p a n y

WHOLESALE COAL

as follows, to-wit: Lots numbered one
hundred fourteen, one hundred six
teen, one hundred twenty-seven, one
hundred twenty-eight and one hun
dred forty-one in the south half of
said Caswell Plantation, containing in
all of said lots eight hundred acres,
more or less according to the survey
and plan of Township Letter F. Range

C^HE is deserted, penniless and friendless.
W here is she to turn for sympathy and
help?
W hat is to become of her and her
baby ?
Where is Mary Sloan to find a decent
place to live while she is earning a living for
herself and her child? W here is she to find a
tree clinic? A day nursery? A fresh air farm?

W HAT

YOU CAN DO FOR HER!

You can give direct practical help by contributing to the Salvation
Army which helps all who need help. The Salvation Army urgently
needs $13,000,000 for vital work for Mary Sloans and countless other unfor
tunates in the United States this year.
Send your contribution at once.

The Salvation Army Home Service Fund
MAY
19 TO
26
$ 1 3 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 F O R H U M AN ITY

US Q U O T E

GENERAL PERSHING’S CABLE
T o Commander Evangeline Booth o f the

Salvation A rm y

foreclosing the same
Fort Fairfield, Maine, May 19th,
1919.
JAMES R. HOPKINS.
EBEN S. HOPKINS.
By their Attorneys, Powers & Guild.
:;2l

Y SLOAN?

A nthracite and Bituminous

LET

One \V. E. L. S. now said Caswell
I lantation as made and returned to
the Land Otfice in 1861, by Benjamin
F. Cutler, surveyor; and whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been
broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof we
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
and give this notice for the purpose of

(Prepared t>> j

Will you help these chil
dren to grow up into good
citizens?
The Salvation
Army works with them,
knows their problems, ana
gives them practical help to
be better men and women—
better Americans. They have
good stuff in them. All they
need is a chance. Give it to
them by contributing to the
Salvation Army Home Serv
ice Fund.

i i lumipt-uu cumpaiip)

This space contributed be

^

\

i

f i o r '

in the United States
J WISH to express to you my sincere ap
preciation and that of all members of
the American Expeditionary Forces for
the splendid services rendered by the

,

Salvation Army to the American Army
in France. You first submitted your plans
to me in the summer of 1917, and before
the end of that year you had a number
of huts in operation in the training area
of the First Division and a group of de
voted men and women who laid the foun
dation for the affectionate regard in
which the workers of your organization
have always been held by the American
soldiers. The outstanding features of the
work o f the Salvation Army have been its
disposition to push its activities as far as
possible to the front and the trained and
experienced character of its workers,
whose one thought was the well being of
its soldiers they came to serve. While the
maintenance of these standards has neces
sarily kept your work within narrow
bounds as compared to some o f the other
welfare agencies, it has resulted in a de
gree o f excellence and self-sacrifice in the
work performed which has been second
to none. It has endeared your organiza
tion and its individual men and women
workers to all those divisions and other
units to which they have been attached
and has spread their good name to every
part o f the American Expeditionary
Forces. Please accept message to each o f
your workers.
(Signed)

A rm y H om e S e r v ic e Fund

COM ETIM ES it’s the beginning; more often it’s the end.
^
Some whose only home it is are just unfortunate, down
in their luck, broke; but with the will to pull themselves
up again as soon as opportunity comes out of its hiding
place. Others, though, are there because they haven’t the
vim to go any place else. They’ve lost hope— something
has sapped their strength, broken their spirit.
But tho Salvation Army is ready for any of them. The
fellow that’s just out o f luck or the fellow that’s been all
the way down and has made up his mind that he may
as well stay there. Either one o f them the Salvation Army
will guarantee to make over, because it has done it to thou
sands like him.
The Salvation Army refuses to admit that there’s such a
thing as a down-and-outer!

Salvation Army Home Service Fund Campaign
$13,000,000 For Humanity
May 19-26, 1919
This Advertisement Contributed by

M A Y 19-26
This Advertisement Contributed by

of Collier's.;

JOHN J. PERSHING.

G IV E TO YOUR L IM IT !

$13,000,000 F O R H U M A N IT Y

(Courtesy

G* A . Hall & Company

HOULTON
j thinkable, especially as this might be
HAWKER TOOK
[ taken as an invitation to his rival,
MANY CHANCES whose airplane was much speedier

■y L T. H. L. BROWN, R. A. F-
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pected chat postmasters will endeavor
to have all boxes placed in conform
ity with this requirement, and they
are required to make full report to
the Department of any instance in
which a patron fails or refuses to
comply with reasonable request for
relocation of boxes.

and evidence pertaining thereto are ized place, the most readily access!lost or destroyed by the removal of ble of such officials in any city, town
dead bodies without notice to the i or plantation within the county; the
|official so notified shall at once take
proper authorities.
Being desirious of calling to the at charge of such body and retain custo
tention of the people of Aroostook d y thereof without removal until the
County the laws of the state govern Iarrival of a medical examiner, the
ing the finding of dead bodies I here i county attorney or the attorney gen
The persons so finding such
with attach a copy of that part of the eral.
Revised Statutes of Maine, relating to body, or the official taking charge
the duties of persons finding dead thereof shall then immediately notify
bodies.
the most readily accessible medical
Revised Statutes of Maine, C. 141. examiner in the county wherein the
Station 2, as amended by the Public body is found and the couipy attorney
thereof, who shall at once notify the*
Laws of 1917. reads as follows:
attorney
general."
“ Whoever finds a laxly of any per
son who may be supposed to have
All persons who have knowledge of'
come to his death by violence or un- i
lawful act, of some person or persons tile death of anyone occasioned by,
the committing of which act is pun the aforesaid causes are respectfully j
ishable in accordance with sections
one. two and three of chapter one urged to conform strictly to the I
hundred twenty of the revised statu above stated provisions of the law of!
tes, shall immediately notify one of
the municipal officers, a police officer the state..
or constable, member of the board of
[Respectfully yours.
selectmen, or a constable, if in a town,
WILLIAM R. ROIX.
a member of tin1 board of assessors, if
County Attorney.
in a plantation, and if in an unorgan

than his own, to enter the race. Some
are
of the opinion that to sacrifice
One o f the most audacious acts in
the history of the world has been at his landing gear was the height of
InrluUinjr ♦ ra n sp oreu ion . hotel*. meal*.
tempted, though it is to be feared the foolishness; but there are many argu
UuHiiiuii*. nUle (rips, et«.
originator and his companion have ments in favor of the act. especially
D
E
N
N
I
S
S
H
E
E
H
A
N
.
Canadian Rockie*, Alaska, Mt.
by now been received into the Valhal the question of weight; and any fair
Rainier,
Grand
Canyon,
Postmaster.
la of brave though perhaps foolhardy pilot could land on the skids still left
California, Yellowstone,
to
the
mamen—I refer to the passage of the At-1 to him with little injury
American Rockies
COUNTY ATTORNEY CALLS
S everal lim ited p a r t ie s under expert
lantic via the direct air route by Haw i chine,
lead ersh ip , leiu
New Kn^liind ilnp
There were no more interested fol
mgr J I NK, .11 I V, A t i i l S T V o " ' ,o m ker and Grieve.
ATTENTION
TO
LAW
prelienaive
(ou
rs,
1!>
to .*,( da;, s.
°m
In a machine tiny in comparison to lowers of the trip than Commander
H ates ran id n g fro m *310.00 to STH5.00
Read
and
his
crew
of
the
NC-4,
who
the N. C.’s of the United States navy,
In Cases of Death by Violence or
not even built or adapted for flight besides showing such gallantry all
Unlawful Act.
J m m & gs
over water; a mere two-seater that through their own journey can appre
Our 64-P age Illustrated Travel
had to be handled for 20 more tense ciate from experience what Hawker
Occasionally
when a person is
Magazine
hours by one man without relief; with had to face.
found dead and the body of the per
Contains Itinerari*-* o f tou rs Ipjvlne'
The
rescue
of
the
NCM
is
ample
an astonishing load of nearly 400 gal
son shows signs of violence or there
Islan d!0
( oust. t.rea t L akes, 1000
and d«|.
K iv e r, W h ite Mts.,
lons of gasoline in addition to oth er' justification for the preparations are suspicious circumstances connect
h L'i n
ft*sorts.
IT W IL L
H L L P \ O L p l a n Y O U R T R IP .
American
government.
excess weight; lacking the slightest made by the
ed with the death, the dead body is
A sk us fo r b o o k that in terests vou.
material asaJstance( from the govern- Had the Australian been similai ly removed from the original place of
meat of the country to which he be- j cared for, no doubt the two would finding by some person who is ignor
colpittsbeekman
long*—in contradistinction to the ; have been picked up. The sangfroid of ant of the laws of the state. A good
Specialists
!
the
travelers
on
this
point
w
as
most
wonderful policy of the United States
many times valuable clues to crimes
odD wdbBin^tpn StBoston.
remarkable.
government, which altogether has
One must not suppose that because
many thousand men and over a hun
dred ships co-operating with the N. the transatlantic voyage now has such
C s ; without the slightest prospect of risks it will always be subject to
ever being picked up in case of hav them. Many efforts were made be
ing to alight on the water, since the fore the English channel was success
route adopted is a direct one, far fully crossed; yet now it is done
away from steamer lanes; minus many times daily without incident
even an effective wireless with which Similarly, when the transatlantic air j
to call for assistance in case of need; service is organized and developed,
against all these drawbacks Hawker the dangers will be reduced to a mini
and his companion set out to cross mum.
Hawker Saved
the Atlantic in a non-stop flight or
An
Associated
Press Dispatch from ;
din In the attempt.
London
announces
the rescue of Haw
Some days ago I forecasted that
the N. C.-4 would probably be the first 1ker & Grieve as follows:
Missing for six days and virtually
of the naval flying boats to accomp
lish )he trip. My reasons were the given up for lost, Harry G. Haw'ker
With hogs selling at $20.00 a hundred.
confidence due to the overcoming of and his navigator, Lieutenant Com
aO engine difficulties at the start and mander MacKenzie Grieve, the Brit
the fact that after a night spent a ish airmen who essayed a flight
— and every indication of continued strength.
hundred miles or more oat to sea they across the Atlantic ocean, without
succeeded in taxiing unaided to Chat protection against disaster save what
— it is practically certain potatoes will bring a large price next Fall.
their frail airplane afforded, re safe
ham.
tonight
aboard
a
British
warship
off
Spurted by Americans
I alio predicted that Hawker would the Orkneys. Tomorrow they will
These prices mean real money.
ha §o spurred by the progress of the |reach the mainland and will proceed
MC boats as to essay the attempt i to London, where they will be acThey mean that no farmer can afford to let either the weather— the lack of help—or
arlthin a day or two, perhaps against jcalmed as men returned to life,
anything else keep him from putting in a crop on every available acre.
Some 1,100 miles out from New
fits bettor judgment. This was only
aatnrai. After being at Newfoundland foundland and 800 from the Irish
far over a month, chafing at adverse coast, on Monday, May 19, the lone
winds and poor weather, it must have aviators, making the best of an en
boon p in « f In the extreme to hear gine which was failing to function 1
of the arrival of the NC-4 at Horta in properly w’ere forced to land on the
the Asoros. This was a foolish atti water. The little Danish steamer
tude for him to take, as any one tak Mary, bound from New Orleans and
ing the time to think it over realizes; Norfolk for Aarhuus, Denmark, pick
ed up the wayfarers and continued on
but human nature is very frail.
her
northward voyage.
By now It is fairly certain that
Hawker and his comrade have come
---------------------to grief, where or how it may never LOCATION OF PATRONS'
ha known. It is rather significant •
DAYITC AM PflDAI
that no confirmed wireless message
OUALO un xvuaal
was received from the Sopwith after
DELIVERY ROUTES
the start. Every one the world over j The Houlton Postofflee has receiv-!
wished them God-speed in their haz led the following letter from the Postardous undertaking; and though un office Department at Washington,
m
successful, It will rank as one of the which explains itself.
most collossal feats of daring in the
“ The attention of postmasters at
__
history o f the world, tor reasons al offices from which rural delivery ser
vice is in operation is called to the
ready given.
Prom a scientific standpoint very provisions of the Postal Laws and
little could have been learned as com Regulations that “ Each box (of rural
pared to the* well-thought-out expedi patrons) shall, if practicable, be
tion of the NC’s. Hawker and his erected on the right hand side of the
fellow-traveler cared little about this, road regularly traveled by a rural
•WA Lihowever, merely wishing to have the carrier and in such position as to be
honor of being the first to make a easily and safely accessible for de
livery and collection of mail by the
non-stop flight.
Many credited him with entering carrier without leaving his conveyiM !i© v e la n c l
the race for the London Mail and ance.“
other prizes; but the fact of the mat
It is required by the Department
ter Is that he was already well off, when, because of traffic conditions, to
owning, for instance, no less than travel from side to side of the road
nine automobiles at the present time. would endanger the life of the car
Challenge to Rival
rier and the safety of the mails, or
The act of dropping his undercar woud be in violation of local ordin
riage in the grounds of Raynham’s ances in respect to the use of high
airdrome savored of the mailed glove ways, that all boxes be erected on the
in tournaments of the middle ages. right-hand side of the road regularly
With the Cleveland you can plow from S to 10 acres a day and fit from 25 to 30 acres
A more romantic thing to do is un- traveled by the carrier. It is exa day with a double disc harrow and pulverizer in a tandem hitch.
i ■ ...

No Matter If The Season

Is Late

CO.

Y ou ^Can't

A ffo rd Idle A cres

In These Times O f High Prices

A nd There Is Still Tim e T o Plant
Potatoes This Season
If Y ou O w n A

Cleveland Tractor

The Cleveland motor was designed for fast work and this sturdy tractor pulls two
14 inch bottoms at 3 1.L. miles an hour under practically all conditions.
Furthermore the Cleveland is the tractor that can be used for drilling grain
In .Inly, writes Mr. F. H. .Johnson of Xew Augusta, Indianna. “ I used the Cleveland
in loading hay and got in the crop from 140 ac res at the rate of about 35 tons a day.

'ft

Besides getting the hay into the barn in such good time I made a substantial saving
0\ being able to handle my hay quickly during the hay season. On harvesting work I cut
1;>0 acres ol wheat and oats with an S-foot binder covering about 25 acres in a ten-hour
dav.
(km you afford to give up the extra income that the Cleveland will make possible for
■ Can you afford to be without it during tin* busiest time of the vear?

)

5'v:/L

Set Us Deliver Y our Cleveland
F uk lures G oing O n to M ore
Cars Every D ay
O N D ITIO N S these days—the larger demands
_____on everybody's purse—are leading motorists
everywhere to look more closely into the actual
vahie o f automobile tires*

C

W e see it every day. See it in the steadily in
creasing demand lor Fisk Tires*
F iek Tires give certain very definite features
that m ore and m ore motorists have come to look for
—greater uninterrupted tire m ileage, longer life,
greater safety under all driving conditions.
A s an enlightened m otorist you want
vonr tire expense cut down to where
it really belongs. N ext time —Buy Fisk,

H IB B A R D BROS.
E. E. W E N T W O R T H C O RP.

Bangor Street

H

S K

iw

T m

E S

From Our Stock Today
Our service men will help you get started tomorrow on actual work getting your
land ready for potatoes— or maybe you prefer some other crop.
W hat you plant is not so important just so you don’t let the land lie idle.

Put every one of these high priced acres to work—make it yield an income this year.
You can do it with the Cleveland.

Write, phone or call today.

E. E. Wentworth Corporation
Fred F. Harrison, M gr.

Bangor St., H oulton

1 t
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PAGE THREE

timate burden of German protest, it of the treaty, and I repeat that at the statement said. “ Can a boy increase PINE TREE STATE
Combination Park, Frank D. Barr of
is plain that there are two things up- present moment the universal feeling his capital as fast in any other way?"
LURES
N.
E.
STEEDS
Bridgewater, and J. J. Zaizer of
"From this time on the salary of
on which the Germans mean to con is that the treaty will be signed by
First Baptist
When the fairs and race
ract meetings Stoughton, have bought nominations
centrate: First, the financial clauses, the Germans and that it may be sign- the better educated boy will rise
Court 8 t
and particularly those clauses which ed without even a temporary rupture, still more rapidly, uhile the earnings in Maine begin to operate this sum in the 3-year-old events at WaterRev. Henry C. Speed, pastorlint there should be no illusion any- of the boy who left school at 11 will mer several stables from this sec ville and Lewiston.
10.30 morning worship with sermon. postpone the fixing of the financial
tion of New England will be repre
12.00 Bible School with classes for amount Germany must pay for sever- where as to what the signing means, increase but little."
al years. Germany is bound to ask The German will honor his signature
While wages have increased with sented, according to entry lists re
men and women.
only
as
he
is
compelled
to.
Having
to
be
relieved
of
this
continuing
the war, the proportions shown in a ceived from several secretaries, in
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor.
signed
the
treaty
he
means
to
do
eve
sentence;
she
is
certain
to
ask
tin'
table of weekly earning still hold cluding the managers of the fairs at
7.0* gospel song service and sermon.
rvthing
within
his
power
to
defeat
victors
to
fix
upon
a
sum
which
will
true,
the statement said. The bov Waforville, Iloulton and Lewiston,"
S.00 Aftermeeting.
says an Exchange.
A Real Iron Tonic
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mld*week comprehend her total indebtedness to the application of the terms. He vho loft scho< >1 at 14 at tin* time the
them,
and
they
are
equally
certain
to
trusts
that
after
a
year
or
two
at
most
A. M. Newbert of So
1)Vesd ic tion was ina do ren *i vod an
Gives vigor and nerve tone to age.1
prayer service.
ami infirm, and those worn-out from
trainer Billy McMa neinoii,
Choir rehearsal each Tuosday even refuse, since in no other way than by the allies will fall apart as the con vert i.go of $4 a woof;. his w'ages in whoso
overwork, worry, excitement or close
ing at the close of the regular prayer an estimate of Germany's actual re- querors of Napoleon almost fell apart fens ing each year to $7 a woiok at is. hails f rom Aroostook county, has
confinement in homes or shops.
meeting
sources some time in the future can between Fontainebleau and the re ’ho hoy who remain* *d in so hool nii- bought nominations "d own the line."
M;uk> bv e\ j. ( [ o o p <<>., f.iw.dl, Ma-s.
there he any hope of complete fair turn from Elba.
il in* was IS begun work at $1 a a General Todd. 3.04, at one time tin1
payment for German destruction.
•f><*k. At 3o tho sal;;tries wo re $1l.5o champion throe-year•-oh1 pacing colt;
No German Thinks It Just
F ir s t C o n g re g a tio n a l
This phase of the peace treaty is at
Wiok for tli o hoy u.ho loft
One has only to read the v o l u m e of
soil ool Hollo Kico l 3.) 33151f . and The TrigRev. A- M. Thompson, pastor.
once the most drastic and the most
ll
riy
and
$15
for
his
hot
t
or
1rained go?’, by AInnrico, 3.o 7 1i . m a k e up the
German comment now to be perfectly
Morning service at 10.30.
important, since it prolongs for at
nn
pet
it
or.
A
t
35
tho■
y
woi*o
earn
ing trio that In* will name when the time
clear that no German accepts the
S. S. at 11.45.
least 15 years the period when Ger
treaty of peace as just, that there is $ 12.7.4 and $31 respectively, and total comes.
Junior C. E. Society at 2.30 P. M.
many will be under duress, and in
W. K. Flemming, the Connecticut
Senior C. E. Society at 6.30 P- M.
no smallest realization yet that it re wages up to that fim(> had been
O r d e r
o f
this way it is the portion of the
presents the sentence of civilization $•5,113.511 and $1 .337.5<», so that the boy teamster, is another horseman whose j
Evening Sevice at 7:00
treaty most distasteful to the Ger
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening
upon German barbarism, and the very who remained in school had earned mime appears quite often. He has sev- j
mans. Secondly, Germany will pro
author of the treaty of Brest-1Jtovsk. nearly 5n per cent, more in eight oral horses owned by residents of the j
at 7.46.
test on territorial changes, but par
the very men who planned to annex years tban tin' other lad in 13 venrs. Cine Tree state*, most prominent of J
ticularly the transfer of her eastern
"Children should stay in school us whom is G. M. Colbath of Presque j
Belgium
and northern France and lay
Free Baptist
districts to the Poles. Without much
A reliable fraternal, beneficial
France to ransom, the very people long as possible been use ed uea tion islm So. it is possible* that he* may
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
doubt, Germany recognizes the neces
moans
better
jobs,"
the
Children's
non-Seetarian,
Non-Political
split his stable following the Bay
who one year ago were hurling shells
Morning service at 10.30 A. M.
sity of accepting the loss of Alsaceinto Paris churches. am now talking Bureau urges. “ Boys ami girls who State Circuit at llillsgrove in August.
Society, admitting both men
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
Lorraine. This is finished. She will
about justice and humanity and Ger go to work at the end of grammar
Young People's meeting 6.00 P M.
Allan ,1. Wilson and Jame's Heenesand women on equal terms and
use the Saar valley detail to make
man moral superiority in a fashion school randy got good jobs. Tho sey are two Boston faneie*rs who will
Evening service at 7.00 P. M. ,
adequate rates. Record, cov
such moral capital as she can in al
work they find to do is usmily un
which almost passes human bel ief .
Special music by choir.
spurn Imir annual varalion in Maim*,
leging a violation of Mr. Wilson’s 14
ering thirty-two years in the
Choir practice Monday nights.
All of which is only another way of billed ; it offers littlo training or
points. But the Saar va ley is a small
Wife s horse's an* in tin* Flemming
six
New England States shows
chance
for
advancement.
When
they
All are cordially Invited tc come and
area, and the terms of French posses saying that up to the present mo aro older they find limy nro still un staid, while lfimimssey is hie own
every valid claim paid promrhear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins
sion provide for a possible reversion ment. despite defeat, the German re- trained for the skilb'd work whioh
ly.
Tneaday night church prayer and
jock and trait)
h
i.*
speedslf'rs at
remains
German,
his
hostility
and
his
to loses her Polish provinces, she will
oilers
a
future.
Hdimaiion
means
praise Service.
hatred for western ideas are intensi
lose nearly an eighth of her area,
fied.
He is making use in Europe of higher wages.
some of her best food producing reg
"Many hoys and girls when they
Methodist Episcopal
ions, one of her greatest industrial exactly the' same propaganda that he
leave school find work that offers a
employed
in
the
United
States.
He
Military St.
districts, and East Prussia will be
high wage for a beginner. But tlrnso
iiev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
separated from the rest of Germany is endeavoring to rally the elements
wages seldom grow because the work
, Public worship at 10.30 a. m.
»of
unrest
to
his
cause.
He
does
not
by the Polish corridor. The work of
requires
no training.
The Sunday School at noon has or
Frederick the Great will thus be al accept defeat. He does not abandon
ganised classes for men and women. most completely undone.
his old ideas. He continues to le
"A position with a future and
Junior League meeting and class for
gat'd principles as nothing more than steadily increasing wages requires
Treatment of Germans
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
stakes in a game. He is going to sign school training.
Bpworth League meeting at 6.15
It is plain that if the allies have err- the treaty of peace if he has to. only
"Does it pay to continue your
ed on any side in making tin1 Polish with the intention of making another studies? Education means a success
p. mPralse and Preaching, at 7.00.
settlement it has been in favor of the scrap of paper of it as sooti as pos- ful and useful life; it pays the in
Prof. J. H. Undsday. organist and Germans Paderewski said to me the sible, and he can only he trusted to dividual.
Education means efficient
choir master.
other day that while three 3,000,000 fulfil its terms if pressure is never for workers; it pays the nation. Show
Praver meeting at 7.30 Tuesday Germans in Bohemia had been as- a moment relaxed, perhaps there is this to your parents and ask them
evaning.
signed to 1he Czechs without question, no more striking conviction at the what they think about it. Stay in
a plebiscite had been insisted upon present hour in Paris than the reali- school."
Church of tho Good 8hepherd, Hcul- for 80,000 Germans living west of the zation that the treaty of peace will
ton, Maine
main Warsaw-Danzig railroad. It is end nothing, but as long as it is efRev. H. Scott Staltta, Rector.
elear that the allies have reduced fective we shall have the Germans on ‘GETS-IT” PEELS
8UNDAY SERVICES
cession by Germany to Poland until our hands to watch, to guard against.
.H oly Communion at 8 A. M. also on on,y u„„,'istakably Polish districts
MY CORNS OFF!
---------------------tho first Sunday In the month at ,mve been taken, but it is no less
EDUCATED BOY'S
Ask any user cf the John
under-fertilized or over-fer
16.30.
clear that in taking these districts
A n y C o r n o r C a ll o u s C om es O ff P e a c e 
Moraine Prayer and sermon at 10.
ajjjes have dealt a terrible blow
ADVANTAGES OVER
Deere Spreader, and he will
tilized spots.
fu lly, Painlessly..
N e v e r P a il s
36, Sunday School at 2.30.
to Germany. It is a blow. It represents
tell you it is the best ma
THE UNEDUCATED
Come in and see this
Evening Prayer, and sermon at 7. retribution for more than a century
I t ’s a l mo s t a p i c n i c to g<*t rid of a c or n
The* value of staying at school is
chinery
investment he ever
or
c
al
l
ous
the*
‘
'
(!e*tsIt“
w
a
y
.
Y
o
u
s
pend
spreader. W e want to
36.
of persecution of the Polish major stated in dollars and cents in figures 3 or ?, s econds p u t t i n g e>n 3 e>r 3 d r o p s of
made—not only because it
ity in these provinces. It represents compiled by the bureau of education " G e t s - I t , " a b o u t as simple* as ( H i t t i n g on
show
you why it will do
y o u r teat.
" G e t s - I t " does a w a y f o r e v e r
Christian 8clence
saves hard work and valu
the refutation of the German idea and now being distribute*d to boys and w i t h " c o n t r a p t i o n s , ” “ w r a p p y " pl ast er s,
tetter
work,
why it will last
g r e a s y o i n t m e n t s that r u b off, b l o o d - l e t Sunday Service at Sincock Hall, 11 that he was entitled, as a representa- g|rjs throughout the
able time, but because it
countrv bv the
lenger than ethers, why it
A. M.
tive of a superior race, to hold lands children's Bureau.
makes every forkful of
ill cost lees for repairs,
and enslave peoples, but it is no less
From a study of a large number of
manure count for a bigger
l
why it is easier to load
a crushing blow.
actual eases it has been found that
crop yield.
GERMANS WILL FENCE AND
and operate.
There is a growing belief that if at 35 years of age tin: boy who re
QUIBBLE AND PARRY UP TO the Germans decide to sign the trea mained in school until he was IS had
Manure goes farther and
Mounting the beater on
LAST MOMENT, THEN SIGN ty of peace a new delegation will received $3,Odd more salary than the
does more good when you
the
axle cf the John Deere
(By Fmak H. Simonds)
<ome here representing the Indepen- boy who left school at 14, and that
use a John Deere Spreader.
gives you a combination cf
„
,
„ ,
. . ___w m dent Socialists, the only party in Getthe better educated youth was then
On the all-important question. Will
*
You can spread manure
advantages you can't get
o{ many willing to sign.
There is a receiving more than $900 a year more
the Germans sign? two currents
strong feeling that we may have a in pay.
evenly, heavy or light—no
in any other spreader.
opinion are moving at the present
change of government before, or at
"This is equivalent to an investtime In Paris. The majority of wellleast immediately after, the signing ment of $lS,ooo, at 5 per cent," the
informed observers believe that with
Come in end knouj Ckc reasons why there are so
out any preliminary rupture if ne
many satisfied users c f John Deere Spreaders.
gotiations, after protracting discus
Use " G e t s - I t " , peel off co rn th is w a y .
sion to the last (possible moment, the
ting knives, anut sei s<>r< that snip into
We Have a— Machine
SetwnMii,U-T,„i
Up fort i Your
Inspection
Germans will sign; a smaller group,
the •‘quick." "< lei s- It " <‘;ist-s pain. Your
■
—
mm—
^
1*-osens from
" inn .()>" corn shrinks.
not on the whole less well informed,
if n paint essly
the to*-. Yon I'cel Gt
from your t<>e 111 "li FI'Ulpleo l'ieee.
holds that in any event the Germans
That ’s where ttle (lieni*’ c"IlieS in you
will go through the motions of re
I>***.'1 it off as you w-ai Ul a banana PCel.
x«ah ihg else but "<;*•'ts-lt' -•an <h
fusal, ^nd rupture to make a last test
Get Ileaecfnl, oommoii-s*'11S<* •ab-ts-lt
of the solidarity of the entente, and
“ G e t s - l t . " tin* g u a r a n t e e d , m o n e y - b a c k
c u r r i - r e m o v c r , t he o n l y s ur e w a y , costs
disclose the willingness or unwilling
H o u lto n . M a in e
but a i r i l l e at a n y d r u g store.
ness of the allies to use force. So far,
M T d b v E . L a w r e n c e W F m , G h i e ago,
in.
German tactics have been feeble to
Sold in I l o u l t o n a n d ivr< i mi n - md - d as
the point of provoking contempt. 1
the w o r l d ' s best c o i n r e m e d y b y U. F.
F re n c h V m d Leighton
I 'V«dey.
1
remember to have heard Marshal
M o n r o ' s W e s t K n d I ' d u g Sena.
Focb say th
when Erzberger came
to his headquarters %to receive the
terms of the armistice, he occupied i
Our Farm and Garden Implements and Haying Tools
v time almost continuously in writ
of every description are sold by some dealer in your immediate neigh
ing and presenting point after point
borhood. Patronize lii:n! You will be well served ! S4 years’ experience
o f protest and, when each of these
backs the reliability of DUNCO goods. If substitutes are offered
was rejected, as rapidly producing
INQUIRE OF DUNNING BEFORE BUYING
Write for our 1919—152 Page FREE catalog. Time and a^aiu durin <
another, with no apparent apprecia
the year you will be happy to have it handy.
tion of the real facts of his situation.
R, B. DUNNING & CO.. Ban-'or, K r . r i c .
Today the Germans seem to be

CHURCH SERVICES

Peptiron

N ew E ngland

P r o te c tio n

The Best Machinery Investment
You Can Make

RBJU N N IN G& coj#

Jam es SJP eabody

Ji

pursuing something of the same
fatuous policy. Points which they
have so far raised have been of rela
tively no importance.
They have
suggested quibbling, rather than
dignified protest.
They have sug
gested pettifogging, rather than good
faith.
Contrasted with the truly
splendid manners of the Frenchmen >
who faced Bismark to save for France j
what could be saved from the ruin of j
the France-Prussian war, Brockdorff- j
Rantsau and his crew make a m iser-!
able show.
j
Allies United on Question
]n the analysis, Germany will have {
to sign these terms of peace. Her re- j
fusal, her rupture of negotiations for j
tho moment and for effect, will have
no other result than to set in motion
the allied armies along the Rhine,
bow ready to move.
Any consider
able lessening of the terms is now in
conceivable, and so far as one can see
tho allies are at the present time and
so ter as the German question Is con
cerned, squarely and soPdly united. I
do not think there has been anything
like as approximate unity at any stage
in the Paris conference.
Turning tor the moment to the ul-

,,riw,»ww—

W H IT E
S H O E
D R E S S I N G . f o rW om en ’s
KEEPYOURSHOES NEAT^

Childrens
and Mens
S h oes.

THE MOST
DANGEROUS DISEASE
THE RED

idApuutntion
[S h o r f^ ffid d

No organs of ths human body are so
Important to health and long; life as the
kidneys. When they slow up and com
mence to lag: in their duties, look out!
Find out what the trouble ie— without
4«d*y.
Whenever you feel nervous,
weak, dizxy, suffer from sleeplessness,
or have pains in the back— wake up
at once. Your kidneys need help. These
are signs to warn you that your kid
neys are not performing their func
tions properly. They are only half
doing their work and are allowing im
purities to accumulate and be convert
ed Into uric acid and other poisons,
which are causing- you distress and will
destroy you unless they are driven

from your system.

Get some GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Of
Capsules at once. They are an old, tried
preparation used all over the world for
centuries. They contain only old-fash
ioned, soothing oils combined with
strength-giving and eystem-cleansing
herbs, well known and used by physi
cians in their daily practice. GOLD
MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules are im
ported direct from the laboratories in
Holland. They are convenient to take,
and will either give prompt relief or
your money will be refunded. Ask for
them at any drug store, but be sure to
get
the
original
imported
GOLD
MEDAL brand. Accept no substitutes.
In sealed packages. Three sizes.

W h y It Makes Friends o f Owners
Last month an Overland Model 90 stock car in
Oklahoma, broke all previous records in a most
extraordinary non-stop high gear test.
Let us show you an exact duplicate o f this car.'
It will meet your ideals o f motor car appearance as
well as your ideals of efficient and dependable
service. It couples luxurious riding comfort with
power and reliability on steep hills and rough roada.
E. E. WENTWORTH
F. F. Harrison

CORPORATION
Bangor Street

Overbad Model Ninety Five Passenger Touring Car, £985 f.o.b. Toledo

Come to our store
nTHH7?n>T»UUyitslf

isisssUitJlfffnTHWBWIBl
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Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Goodin are re
CLASSIFIED ADS
ceiving congratulations on the arriv
a! of a young daughter, at their home Wanted: A home for a Catholic girl
baby. Apply to Box 4 t , Caribou.
in Old Town. Mrs. Goodin was for
merly Miss Elizabeth O'Brien .of this
Wanted: A few Pair of Acclimated
town.
horses.. all i•eady for hard work.
Apply to \V. R. Yerxa . Tel.
1.
422p
CARD OF T H A N K S
We desire to thank all of our Wanted: Man and wife to work on
neighbors and other friends for their
farm. Man to he ac< ■usfomed to
kindly assistance, sympathy expres
handling rat tie. Appl y to \\\ r .
sed, and beautiful floral offerings dur
Yerxa. To I. ;
L
422p
ing our recent sorrow, the death of
For
Sale
Cheap:
One
Mahogany
roll
our brother, Clarence Niles.
top desk, and one .Mahogany Din
John Niles
ing room table. Applv to 108-2.
Mrs. Almeda Lyons
Mrs. Mary Davidson
122
Mrs. T. J. Carpenter
Mid-Season Garment Sale, at Nora
Mrs. John Auber
Taber’s, starts Wednesday. May
Mrs. John York
2Sth, (’oats, Suits, Capes, Dolmans,
Mrs. Frank McConnell
Dresses. Prices right.
122
' 122
Miss Vie Carpenter Is In New York
N o tice of F ir s t M e e tin g of C re d ito rs
doing my Spring Shopping. Have
In the D istrict Court of the United States
received dresses I would like to
for the Xortln-rn Division o f the D is
have you see. Nora Taber.
122

SURROUNDING TOWNS

CLASS I FI ED ADS

CLASSIFIED ADS

Second Girl Wanted at the Aroostook Osgood's Hand Made Rings Sell
Hospital.
I5tf
cause they EXCEL.

Be-

Fountain Pens at Osgood's. We Repair H g e Y °ur Old StyTe Sings Made over
Pens too.
f> suit \our own ideas
ideas by
hv Osgood
j Lawrence Carpenter, Mary CardinRent
Wanted:
Four
to
six
room
rent.
House for Sale: Inquire of Dr. P. M
er, and Dorothy Sullivan were sueApply to A ‘'TIMES" Office.
220
Ward, office Dunn Furniture C*.
Editor Houlton Times,
Icessful in passing the examination
Block.
Dear Sir:
! for entrance to High School, given by
Girl
Wanted
For
General
Housework.
If my letter of the 14th called foi Superintendent Packard, last week,
Mrs
Leonard
A.
Bierce,
Main
St.
any argument or reply it seems j ^ large and enthusiastic crowd was
Meat Slicer just puts the
Wtf Starkey’s
finishing touch on smoked beef,
strange that some man did not take j present at the closing exercises ot'
bacon etc.
the Job and not leave it to a woman, j
<‘g ” SChool, on Friday evening,
but then some men have a habit of ; The entertainment was one of the
at Mereiers Cafe. Exchange Block.
Miss
Barrett— Scalp
Treatment,
letting the women do the unpleasant best ever given in this town, and re
2htf
Shampooing and Manicuring. Bowthings. My letter did not call for any flected much credit upon each pupil
doin St., tel. 121-1.
argument or reply, because I only as well as the teacher, Miss Harriet
Wanted: A 7-Room house in good lo
stated the truth, which the fact that Rugan. At the close of the enter
cation in town. Address K. TIMES
Why Wait For Days to Spectacle Len
Hodgdon appears in the “quitter’’ tainment a box social was given, and
Office.
ses replaced. Osgood can furnish
column, proves.
the sum of $40 raised clear of all ex
any Dense needed within Two hours.
Wanted: Plain Sewing, by the day.
1 agree with Mrs. Porter that it penses. Miss Rugan wishes to thank
Inquire at 48 Pearce Ave. Emma
seems strange that I could not get all who helped to make this social a
W. Parks.
22Op Maple Spring Water is Being Used by
any help. She states that she has success in every way.
many people at this season of the
communicated, (over the phone, I
year. Leave vour orders at the
Houlton
Flour
and
Feed
Mills
(The
suspect) with many of the prominent
TIMES Office.
old Merritt mills.
Telephone 470
EAST HODGDON
men and women and failed to And one
W.
E.
Carr,
Prop.
tbat was antagonistic.
The Book
Miss Della London of Houlton was
Subscriptions for any Magazine or
trict o f Maine
In Bankruptcy
says, “ that he that is not for me is the guest of Miss Lillian Brown last
Newspaper may be left at the
Wanted:
Driving
Horse
For
its
In the m atter of
I
against me, and he that gathereth not Thursday.
TIMES Office, where the lowest
Wanted: Information relative to cor
keeping during the summer. In
Charles
B.
Carr
i
In
Bankruptcy
price can be obtained.
with me scattereth abroad." No man
The Ladies’ Aid will meet with Mrs.
rect address of "Mrs. Amos Dixon"
quire at TIMES Office.
19tf
Bankrupt.;
gathered with me. I asked many to Vernon Barton at Union Corner, N.
purported to be of Houlton. Tel
work with me, all refused. As for B. Wednesday, May 28th.
To the creditors o f said Chari*
Red Cross Headquarters, 27-W. 122 For Rent: A Room Over Knox Bros. Typewriter Ribbons for all machines
B.
reasons, I never asked for any, that
as well as Carbon Paper made by
store. Union Square. Apply to
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Barton of Houl- ran- of Hodgdon in the county of
was none o f my business. Some men ton, are spending this week with his Aroostook and District aforsaid, bank- Reward Offered For Return of Girl’s
Webster—There’s none better. Call
Lewis Dalton, Main St.
or sead to TIMES Office.
volunteered a reason, others gave on parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barton.
Sweater left on Ricker grounds,
rupt.
ly excuses.
Wednesday
evening, May 21st. For Sale Cheap—A second hand open
Mrs. B. J. Bell, Mrs. Benj Atherton
Notice is hereby given that on the
riding wagon, in good condition. A Capable Girl Wanted to do House
Mrs. Porter makes an effort to and Catherine Atherton of Houlton - - Iul flay of May. a . d . n n o th** said
Please notify Mrs. Hussey, Military
work in private family or on a
Inquire L. O. Ludwig.
17tf
prove the patriotism of us farmers by were the guests of Mrs. Fred Barton, rharIes B - Ca,T was duly adjudicated
St. Phone ,r)12-W.
122
farm or both.
Apply to Summit
stating “ that we are working early recently
! bankrupt and that the first meeting' i '
Lumber Co., Davidson, Me.
and late ploughing and sowing.” I
of creditors will be held at the office of ; Lost: A gold Watch, sometime last Position Wanted by a Woman of Ex
perience, in store or office work Ad
Memorial services will be held in Edwin L. V'ail in Houlton, on the 14th
think she has another guess due her
week. Fnider please return to
dress A. TIMES Office.
10.00
Storage Room, dry and safe place for
on that. But when I was trying to the cemetery here Friday morning, day of June a . d . im *) at
Mrs. J. P. Aucoin, Houlton, Me., R.
furniture can be obtained by apply
puah the Loan 1 don’t remember ot the band from Hodgdon will attend, o’clock in the forenoon, at which time
F. D. 2. Or phone 411*11, and re Look! Reduced prices on back-lace
f the said creditors may attend, prove
ing to Frank L., Rhoda. Tel. 206-4,
seeing but few men in the fields. Eu also the soldier boys.
ceive reward.
122p
corsets
in
small
sizes,
from
19
to
or D. C. Libby. Tel. 462-5.
Mr. Weldon Gildred has moved his thejr claims, appoint a trustee, examine
rope don’t want Aroostook wheat or
25 at Miss Millers Corset Shop.
potatoes. I can’t see where Mrs. For family to the Howard Webb farm, *he bankrupt, and transact such other
On Hand at Bryson’s Mid: Drop Sid
ma-v properly come before
ter finds any “ frail arguments," or their many friends are glad to have buf|ness
NEW LIMERICK
For Ail Kinds of House Painting or
ing Hardwood flooring, moldings,
any other kind o f arguments In my them among us again.
„
m.
Papering,
call
or
telephone
J.
W
191!).
Rev. H. H. Cosman will preach at
spruce sheathing and flooring, win
letter o f May 14th. The facts stated
The friends of Mr. Havelock Grant
ae a
ou on, . a>
Conlogue, Pleasant St. Tel. 144-3.
the Tannery School house on Sunday,
dow finish, cant-dog stocks and
EDW IN L. VAIL,,
do not admit o f argument, and I think were sorry to hear of his great loss
tf
whilTel trees, neckyokes, all finish
Referee in Bankruptcy. A. M. a: 10.30.
that wlutt 1 stated Hn my letter must of his entire set of buildings, also two
ed in native wood- Prices right. I4tf
hare went home, as any one reads colts which were burned May 14th.
Capable
Girl
For
General
Housework
Mrs. Porter’s letter can easily see.
wanted in small
family. Good For 8ale: One 37x414 auto tire in
Mr. Maurice Duff, Miss Sadie and
Mrs. Porter seems to be rather
wages. Mrs. Geo. McNair, Park St.
good condition and will be sold at
peeved and has tried hard to act the Ruth Barton and Benj. Barton, also
20tf
a bargain. Inquire at TIMES Of
role o f a Critic; but, to me, who has Mrs; John Grant attended the Sunday
School
convention
in
Mars
Hill,
last
,
fice.
the habit o f plain speech, her effort
j
Bank Book No. 16975 issued by the
; seems to be a strained one. And, af Wednesday.
Houlton Savings Bank is reported if You Want Your Car Washed And
Mr. Miles Smith’s friends were sor
ter all she has said, the fact remains
lost, and this notice is given as re
done right, have a “ YD” soldier do
that Hodgdon quit, and we lost our ry to hear of his loss, getting his barn j
quired by law, that a duplicate
it, they did a good job “over there.”
“ Start to Finish Flag.’’ And we are burned. On account of the high wind j
book may be issued. L. O. Ludwig,
Snell
House Garage,
ClaTence
being called quitters, when only a the sparks from Mr. Grant’s buildings
Treas.
322
Ayotte.
221p
little effort, a Bttie self-denial, and went across the field. They had grea t;
a determination to see the job difficulty in saving the house. He lost |
The party, in a Ford Car, who lost a A Bargain in Second Hand Automo
through would have put us over the one two-year old bull, one cow, four;
robe from the car while coming
biles: 1 Ford and 1 Reo light 6,
top and completed the job so well be* calves, one horse, twelve sheep and
down Maine St. late Thursday
both in good condition. May be seen
tgua.
j thirteen lambs. Most all his machin
night, may have same returned, by
by calling on Fred Smart, Kelleran
No, Mrs. Porter, I shall not worry ery was stored under the barn, all
describing
it
and
paying
for
this
St.
an ym ore. 1 have received the as- comparatively new was burned.
ad. Apply at TIMES Office.
122
sorance from men much wiser than 1,
Bank Book No. 12913 iaaued by the
that they appreciate my feeble ef
MONTICELLO
Farms For Sale: Three fine farms on
Houlton Savings Bank is reported
forts to help our Country pay its
Penobscot Bay in Waldo County,
James Prosser has moved to the
lost, and this notice is given, as re
debts and bring the million and a half
in fine tillage with first class build
quired by lawr, that a duplicate book
o f our boys back from France, and, I rent in the A. L. Curtis building.
ings; in large or small acreage.
may be issued.
L. O. Ludwig,
am not so “ weary” yet that I am not
Mrs. Alice Davis of Houlton, was
Cottages
and
summer
homes
on
Treas.
321
ready to do my part in any thing that calling on friends in town Saturday.
the shore. Apply to Dickey-Knowlthe good old TJ. S. A. asks me to do.
We are having lots of rain and cool
ton Real Estate Company, Belfast, Wanted: Women Between the Ages
Truly yours,
weather and will make the farming a
Maine.
422
of 19 and 35, with High School Edu
FRED A. BARTON.
little backward this year.
cation, to enter St. Barnabas Train
Hodgdon, Me. May 26. 1919.
Work of finishing the State road b e -1
C A S E 9-18 K E R O S E N E T R A C T O R S
Wonderful Farm. 625 Acres; ap
ing School for Nurses.
Three
tween here and Bridgewater will b e -,
praised by the Federal Farm Land
years course with last six months
Mrs. Russell Carter will visit rela gin this week, and will be in charge !
Your order today means that tomorrow this machine will
Bank at $18,000.
Federal Farm
at Bellevue Hospital, New York.
Uve# In Kennebunk, this week.
, .
„ ,
Bank loan $7000, at 5VZ%. $5,750
▼MghMI Scott Is able to be around j of E*mer Bolton o f Bridgewater.
Apply to Supt. of Nurses. St. Barn
be on your farm, doing the work of 3 good teams at an
down. 160 acres of loamy soil, 120
Rev. Mr. Taylor, the new pastor for
abas Hospital, Portland, Maine. 221
after his recent illness.
operating cost of one maiYs time plus 15 gal. of kerosene
of which is perfectly level with no
Archie Grant was called home Sat- the Methodist Church, arrived with
stone, bal, upland and rolling; Auto List For 1919. A fist of State of
his family on Wednesday evening’s
and 1 gal. of cylinder oil per 10 hour day.
; urday by the death of his brother.
pasture 100 head stock, can be
Maims Automobile
Registrations
Mr. Carr o f Canterbury* N. B. was train from Conn, and preached his
Present limited stock and price conditions warrant pur
made to keep 200. 250 apple trees.
giving name of owner, license num
the guest o f Rev. and Mrs. Marr, re first sermon Sunday.
Borders Sandy River; 1-8 mile to
ber, style of car, and manufactur
chasing now.
cently.
Arthur, son of Mrs. Vivian Stackdepot, 3 miles to thriving village.
er’s number, also trucks and motor
Mrs. Parley Whitney, formerly of house, was hit by an automobile Sat- j
Two large houses, four barns,
cycles, will be published during the
Houlton, was calling on friends here urday, just before dark, while playing j
JAMES S
PEABODY
garage, carriage house, hennery
coming year, This list will be is
ball in the street. He was hurt quite j
Sugar orchard, about 5000 sugar
sued monthly at a subscription
The many friends of Mr. James severely about the head, but it is
Houitbn, Maine
maples. Adjoins
famous spring
price of $5.00 for the twelve num
Taylor are very sorry to hear of his thought not seriously.
near which there is to be a large
bers or 50 cents a single copy. Ausevere illness.
hotel
built
in
near
future.
Include
tomoblists, dealers, and garage
Mrs. Richard Rhoda of Houlton, was
large amount, dressing and farm ma
men will undoubtedly appreciate
the gueet o f her son, Mr. Miles Rhoda
chinery. Send for free catalogue
this service and avail themselves of
during the week end.
describing farm bargains around
the opportunity to secure copies.
Miss Sadie Taylor of Presque Isle,
Farmington, Me., to R. W. KnowlNo list was available in 1918. The
was called home last week by the se
ton, Dist. Mgr. CHAMBERLAIN &
edition, we understand, will be
vere illness o f her father.
BURNHAM INC.
Largest Farm
limited and sent only to subscrib
C o m i n g
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Green and Mr.
Agency in N. E. 294 Washington St.
ers.
Orders may be left at the
and Mrs. Herbert Johnson, were
Boston, Mass.
221
TIMES Office.
guests o f Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Moore,
recently.
George, youngest son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. M. Hunter, was operated upon
for appendicitis last Tuesday at the
Madigan Hospital, and Is very com
fortable at this writing.

W H Y N O T IN V E S T IG A T E ?

H o u lto n

to

T E M P L E

T o The Editor of Houlton Times
Dear Sir:
j
At this critical period in national!
affairs, when Anarchistic sentiment j
and Bolshevism are threatening the j
peace and prosperity of our country !
on every side, it behooves us to take |
a firm stand against any sentiment'
which could by any possible reason-!
ing, be considered sympathetic.
i
It becomes a duty, therefore, to •
make the public acquainted with act
ual facts concerning the “ Liberty
Loans” and the “ Red Gross’’ drive
which have been put through by peo-,
pH of Hodgdon.
In Mr. Barton’s article appearing
in the “ Times” dated May 14—he
complains of central and west Hodg
don not responding generously and
doing their part In the fifth Loan of
which he was chairman for the town.
He somehow sadly failed to men
tion, that in the previous “ Loans” it
was central and west Hodgdon which
took approximately two-thirds of the
entire quota.
He did not mention, either, that in
the “ Red Cross drive only about fifty
dollars was contributed in the east
ern part of town, the remainder com
ing from the central part, and west.
Whether this was because the “ Red
Cross” was a benevolent offering, and
brought no cash returns; and the
fifth “ Loan” was taken more gener
ously in the eastern part of town be
cause it does bring cash returns, is a
matter about which one can have pri
vate opinions; not wishing to say
positively that it looks “ Queer” and
cast reflections on the loyalty of East
Hodgdon.
These are facts! I give them to the
public, that no mistaken ideas of the
loyalty and patriotism ot central and
west Hodgdon may be entertained.
Signed F. H. VAIL. |
Hodgdon, Maine, May 24th. 1919.

LETTER B

|

Several people from this town were (
in Houlton Thursday to attend the ;
funeral of Clarence Niles.
William Scott has purchased the ,
Mowatt farm on the Littleton road,;
and has moved his family there.
{
Mr. and Mrs. Fairfield Day of Hodg
don, spent several days last week a t 1
the home of Mr .and Mrs. M. G. Car- j
penter.
!
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Chambers and f
family of Woodstock, were callers a t ,
the home of Alfred Mitchell on Sat-}
urday.
j
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mitchell, Mrs.
Charles Chase and Mrs. Geo. Mitchell
were calling on relatives in Mouticello 1
on Sunday.
j
Miss Lillian Crawford, who h a s;
been attending Business College in
Houltoh, returned to her home in this j
town last week.
!
A number o f people from this town
were In Ludlow Sunday afternoon to
hear Rev. Annie Guynne, state mis
sionary from Waterville.

O ne Night
Only

T H E A T R E

F rid a y e v e n in g , M a y 3 0, 1 9 1 9

“ WHY SHE LOVED HIM”
A musical dram a in 4 acts 50 W oodstock People
Auspices W oodstock Tennis Club
'

’imiixi

CAST OF CHARACTERS

Act

Chick Worth, a real girl Miss Lillian Jones
Pauline Sinlcair, a true woman
Miss Cassie May
Lena Worth, Bob's sweetheart
Miss Grotchen MeGihb.m

Man and .Master. There is nothing
half so sweet in life as love’s young
dream. Grand spectacular final*'.
SOLOISTS

Airs. C. O. McDonald. Airs.

Mrs. Sinclair, a wealthy woman
Miss Edith Darling

Airs. Alice Noil, Miss

Nelson Oak the villian

Steeves

Dr. A. ('. Currie

Henry Worth ,a mountain man
Larry, with a big Irish heart

Mr. O’Grady, “ The Slave"

F. C Kelley

Mr. R. L. Bailev
Mr. T. H. Bird

SYNOPSIS OF ACTS
Act 1—A little mountain home. "Trouble"
Act 2- -Hoine of the Sinclair’s
Hearts"
Act

-Month later, the
shows his colors"

“ True Irish

storm. "O ’Grady

P rices: 25c, 5 0 c

Mitchell.

Mary McPhail.

Dorothy Dickinson, Harry

Dunbar,

Miss

Clayton

C. J. Jones

Robert Sinclair, in love with Lena
Mr. W. 11. Man/.er
Policeman, “ On duty"

Frank

CHORUS
Misses Annie Gibson, Muriel Merriman, Elva
Vanwart. Mary Balmain, Bertha Sprague. Eli
zabeth Ketchum, Helen Smith, Ruth Me
Manus, Fhlith Smith, Aurilla Gigson, Jean
Tilley, Mary Clark, Geneva Clark. Flossie1
Jones, Gladys Glidden, Messrs. Willard Han
son, Weldon Carvell, Fred Moore, Prof. Leon
Willard Hayden, Miss Muriel Smith, Miss
Louise Smith, Miss Margaret Gibson, Wil
fred Hand, F. W. Buck, Basil Fewer, Ray
Smith, George Flewelling, R. Geoffrey Allen.
Cecil Stewart, W. A. Pummer, Edwin Hand,
Charlotte Winslow. Arthur Sprague, James
Gilliland, Allan Tompkins, A. Atherton, K.
Ef. McLean.

Boxes, 75c, $1.00

Grand Social Dance after the show at Perks’ Hall
O R C H E STR A

s

The Farmers of Aroostook ordered chemi
cals to make almost 2000 tons of high grade fer
tilizers. getting a better fertilizer for more than
$30.00 per ton less than could be bought already
mixed.
The goods have arrived; the farmers are
mixing them, and we are satisfied we are saving
a lot of hard earned money.
How much longer are the Aroostook farm
ers going to waste good money on mixed ferti
lizers to enrich the fertilizer Trust and their
Agents, when they can have their own plants
and mix better fertilizer and save on an average
over $10.00 per ton?
Get to-gether in your Local and plan for a
mixing plant in your own town next year. All
the Experiment Stations and hundreds of practi
cal farmers recommend home mixing.
The Fertilizer Trust is spending a lot of good
money in advertising the superiority of their
goods over home mixed in all the Aroostook
Papers. How did they make the money they are
spending and who did they make it out of? Wake
up farmers and get ready for ne*t year. Dont’t let
them fool you any longer.
Do you want a tariff on Potatoes?. You will
never get it unless you organize and fight for it.
The City man is demanding cheaper food. That
cry gave us Canadian Reciprocity; it gave us Wil
son and Free Trade. It will continue to keep
food on the free list until the farmers all over the
Country demand the same protection for their
labor as the manufacturer and the labor unionist
gets.
That is what the AROOSTOOK FEDERA
TION OF FARMERS is organized for, to get a
square deal for ourselves. You cannot continue
in business and pay labor the wages it demands,
exorbitant fertilizer prices, ever increasing
freight rates and compete with foreign grown po
tatoes.
You are now working longer hours for less
pa\ than any other laboring man? How much
longer are you going to do it?
.Join the Aroostook Federation of Farmers
and hack with your money and your influence
the only movement started in Hie County that
was started by the Fanners, for the Farmers and
that is working for (he Farmers all the time.
AROOSTOOK FEDERATION OF FARMERS

\
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Mallory of the Department of Labor. prehensive and well balanced meas
These gentlemen promised to lend as ure which if enacted into law will re
sistance in this matter, as well as in sult in a national system of high
hastening the distribution of road- ways, built and maintained by the
building equipment which the War Federal government under the super
department has been ordered to by vision of a commission dealing ex
Robt. M. Lawlis left Monday on a Congress to turn over to the State clusively with this one phase of na
Hon. P. H. Gillen of Bangor was In
business
trip to Boston.
town Wednesday on legal business.
highway departments. The last mat tional activitv.
Mrs. L. H. Powers was a passenger ter is uppermost in the minds of the
Mrs. Fred Shean of Fort Kent, spent
a few days with her husband in town on Monday’s train for Portland,
State Highway Officials at this par
“ AGNES” WANTS HELP
last week.
Mrs. W. H. McGary went to Port ticular time, when work is opening up
Dear
Mr. Newkirk-—I am a young
Mrs. H. T. Soiett of New York City, land, Monday ,to attend a meeting of i aH ovpr the country
girl
of
45
and live on the outskirts of
is the guest o? her sister, Mrs. Fred the order of Eastern Star.
1 It was learned definitely that th.' a New Hampshire village. Not long
Justin C. Rose returned last week, first distribution of motor trucks will
Hall on Highland Ave.
ago l had a telephone put in my
Mrs. Warren Cob! o f Guilford, Me., Ifrom his semi-ar.nual trip and will be probably lie made next week. Five
home.
has been the guest m town of Mr. and at home for a 3 months vacation.
thousand, five hundred trucks will be
Now, Mr. Newkirk, the line I am on
Major Kinsley of the U. S. Signal disposed of and Maine’s share is 53
Mrs. H. F. Lunt, Park St.
is
a very busy one and I am kept on
Mrs. Lowell Van Allen formerly of ' Corps is in town on special work con trucks.
This lot will include 37 twothe jump all day long running to the
nected
with
the
Radio
station
here.
Houlton, is the guejt of her brother-inton and 16 three-ton trucks, practical
telephone to listen every time the
Dr. and Mrs. H. L. Putnam and ly all new.
law, Geo. E. Wilkins on High St.
bell rings. As a result I have been
Harry Conway returned home Thurs Donald and Mrs. Putnam spent a few
Mr. Sargent, with the members of obliged to neglect my work and am
day from St. John where he has been days last week at Davis Pond camps. the executive committee of the Fed
all worn out. To tell you the truth.
W. J. McKinna of Bangor, who has
to receive his discharge from service.
eral Highways Council had a confer I can’t stand this strain much longer.
been
in
Houlton
during
the
past
two
A. R. Slipp Both and wife of Fredence with Senator Townsend of Michi- Yet. on the other hand, unless I lis
ericton, N. B. with a party were In weeks in the interest of the Macabees, ! gan, chairman of the Senate commit ten
when anybody else is using the
town over Sunday, making the trip by left Saturday for Bangor accompanied tee on post offices and post roads,
phone
I'll miss something.
by his wife and daughter, who have
auto.
jwho will soon introduce a bill for the
1 write to ask you if there is any
been
the
guests
of
relatives.
Mrs. Melissa Gray who has been the
Iestablishment of a connected system way I can hear what is going on over
Members of Rockabema Lodge I. O.
guest o f her daughter, Mrs. D. P. Mc
j of Federal highways to be built and
Leod, has returned to her home in O. F. are requested to meet at the hall j maintained by the Federal governStrength comes from well digested
on Friday, May 30—to particpate in
Dover, Met /
Iment. All interests in the United and
thoroughly assimilated food.
O. T. Snwtelle, desk clerk at th e ; the Memorial service at Monument
States concerned with the building Hood’s Sarsaparilla tones the diges
Snull Housp .waa in Dexter, Me. over;Park, the meeting hour is 1.30 P. M.
and use of highways were present a t ! tive organs, and thus builds up the
Sunday lo attend the funeral of his bring cap, gloves and’ ’badges
this conference, including three offi-! strength. If you are getting “ run
Mrs. Mary Stuart and Mrs. Fred Hall
umcla.
; ■’
cers of the National Grange.
j down,” begin taking Hood’s at once.
Archibald*
last week, from have each been awarded a German hel
Senator Townsend in the closing j It gives nerve, mental and digestive
the Millar B lo c k to the new Masonic met in appreciation of their work dur
days of the 65th Congress introduced j strength.
ing
the
Liberty
Loan
campaign.
Mrs
Block, wliera they have a fine suite
Stuart sold the largest amount of a measure for a national highway j
of ofllcasC’V v-w,.
system with a view to a re-introducThe a>«*tfft^ call?<! by the Mer bonds and Mrs. Hall came second.
BICYCLE RIDING
tion of the measure at the succeed-1
The
manager
and
clerical
force
of
chants' AsiwS^ijoii for Thursday af
ON SIDEWALKS
ing session of Congress, taking ad-1
ternoon to mtm business of impor- j the Aroostook Tel. & Tel. Co. have
Attention is called to the Ordinance
moved into the offices formerly oc- vantage in the meantime of all con- which prohibits riding with a bicycle
tance, wet oaneelled.
T b« H. H7 8. J^sll team met defeat, cupied by Archibalds.
The room structive thought, so that the bill on the sidewalks of the town.
Violators of this law will be prose
Friday, 4t
of }he Mlllinocket jvacated by them will be occupied by might as nearly as possible fully meet
cuted and fined.
national
needs.
Constructive
sugj
team in an axlMMMPu game at Mill- the Mechanical force and gives them
FRANK W. HOGAN,
Chief of Police.
inockat, the score balng 4 to 0.
both much pleasanter and more com- gestions have been brought out to j
such an extent as to assure a comHoulton. May 26th, 1919.
* Mr. J. It Crockett o f Fredericton, N .' modious quarters.
B. nuufetfinlf p4jtor of the Gleaner, j N. E. Seeley is using a “Bates Steel
F IR E IN S U R A N C E
spent Sundagr In town, making the trip jMule” tractor on his farm this spring T H E A R O O S T O O K C O U N T Y P A T R O N S M U T U A L
M U T U A L F I R E INC
O
M
P
A
N
Y
,
T
H
E
N
O
R
T
H
E
R
N
M
A
I
N
E
P
A
T
R
O
N
S
. by auto qrigk,aparty -of friends.
{and finds his iron horse a practical
Mr .and Mrs. Geo. Auber returned s&ver of time, men, money, acreage and S U R A N C E C O M P A N Y
and
last week frgiq, Florida tor the sum-;teams. Running a tractor is one of
T
H
E
A
R
O
O
S
T
O
O
K
M
U
T
U
A
L
F
I
R
E
IN S U R A N C E C O M P A N Y
si #r, Mrs. Auber has been in Fort j the most satisfactory jobs on the farm,
will
give
a
reduced
rate
on
buildings
equipped
with approved
lightning
Fairfield wRk her daughter, Mrs. jbecause, he says, it is like a well-trainrods
or
double
brick
chimneys
(tile
lining
not
considered.)
Persons
hold
ed husband: it gets things done with
Hartley Stewart.
ing policies in either of these companies should send their policies to
out
arguing
about
them.
The advertising for the big event in
“ Tom” Mooney, a member of the the Secretary to have the rate changed. Give the name of the company
4 Hoqttoa JjyAy hml and 4th is being dis
tributed and everytlrtng points to one 126th Battalion Band (Canada) has re who manufactured the rods.
ERNEST T. McGLAUFLIN, Sec.
of the biggest fceMbft&ons ever at- turned to Houlton after an absence of Presque Isle, Maine
322
!nearly 5 years of overseas service and
teaipted hr
Cot Frank M. Hume who waq in is receiving a warm welcome from his
Bangor last week- to attend the recep- [friends here. Mr. Mooney has received i V W W W W V V W W W W W V V W W V W W ^ V W V W W W W W W
thm -to Sddfatlfluiftf Bailors was d is-. honorable discharge but plans to re
charged at:Buicnt.last,week and is ex- turn to St. John soon as his band will
Jinctad in BbjUlton, this week.
(make a 4-months concert tour of CanaDr. Joaepli A..Donovan went to.L ew -; dian cities,
ieton BegurdayceaUsd there by th e !
—-------------- —

June Weddings

<Mtk oi ipic&d*,

a.

a^Fdf 'the shops wlll remain
4 o*cock Thursday evening.

open until

terest to the State highway departments and to the Federal governraent in connection with Federal
work.
A conference was also held with Dr.
Marvin, chief of the weather bureau
upon the question of establishing
through that bureau a dally buIletln

Mrs. H. B. Sharp left Saturday for
Boston to attend'the graduating exer
cises o f the West Newton Hospital
Training School for nurses, her daugh
ter, Lons, being a member o f the class.
ChrUttap 8etonc« Services held each
Sunday at 11 A. M. Sincock Hall, June service showing the condition of high1st, Subject: “Ancient and Modern , ways at such seasons of the year as
Necromancy, alias “ Mesmerism and , there might be a question as to the
Hypnotism Denounced.” All are wel- useability of the highways. This is a
come.
Idevelopment of a war-time service
Rockabema Lodge No. 78, i. O. O. F. which was carried on in co-operation
will work the Third degree on a class with the State highway departments
o f candidates, Thursday evening, May of several states, through which were
2b—other important business will be located government truck routes to
brought up at this meeting. Refresh the coast. It is thought this service
ments after the work.
would be valuable in Maine during
Lieut. R. E. Libby, a member of the the fall until snow prohibits the use
U. S. Veterinary Corps, who has been of motor vehicles and again in the
stationed in the South and West dur spring, when the frost is leaving the
ing the past year, made a brief visit roads and until conditions are settled.
here last week on business, leaving The gtate Highway Officials voted to
Saturday for Augusta.
endorse this work and to co-operate
Mrs. Delmont Emerson of Island with local weather bureaus in the
Falls, Mrs. Nellie Perry, Mrs. Ed Fer- collection of information.
nald and Mrs. Thos. Fernald of Pres
The question of the return of the
que Isle, were in town Saturday by engineers now in overseas service
anto to attend the Reception in hon was taken up with Colonel McCready
o r of Mrs. L. A. Pierce.
of the War department and Otto T.

LOW PRICES
COUNT
Men’s 75c Silk Hose

49c

Men’s 40c Cotton Hose

29c

Boys’ Cotton Hose (long)

49c

Child’s Cotton Hose (long)

49c

Cashmere Seconds

39c

nect this up with your ’phone, at
tach this receiver to your ear, then
you can go about the house, upstairs
or down—you can scrub, dust, cook,
knit or sew, and at the same time
hear everything passing over the line
without neglecting your household
duties.

W m VJW JW U \

Visit the new

Cream
Soda Resort
Masonic Building
Fruit and Confectionery
A Cool, Clean, Pleasant
Place to be refreshed
M

o o d y

J,

G

e r o w

Next to Temple Theatre

E n tir e S to c k
---------------M U S T

be

----------------

s o l d

Having decided to Make a change in our business, we
------ must close out our entire stock consisting o f ------Crockery, China, Cut Glass, Agate Ware,
Sterling Silver, Sheffield Plate, Community
and Plated Silver, all the newest patterns

These will be sold at prices which will surprise you.
------ CALL AND STOCK-UP FOR THE FUTURE------

Donovan, STATE HIGHWAY MATTERS

M. D. one df the oldest and most sue- p auj j) Sargent, chief engineer of
easeful pnectidonert in the state.
the Maine Highway Commission, has
A claaa of
BO taember* were, returned from a trip to Washington.
Instructed ^n Friday evening by H oul- 1 j,jr Sargent, who is vice president of
tog Tent of Maccabees> the result of a jthe American Association of State
two weeks Jnftenaivc drive by M essrs.; Highway officials, with members of
Ward and McKlflna, state organizers, i the executive committee on Monday,
The barbel* fhops in town will be May May 12th, had a long conference
ddeed all dap Friday. May 30th, 80 |with Secretary of Agriculture Housthot Memorial’ Day may be properly . ton relative to matters of mutual in
observed,

the telephone and at the same time
do my housework?
AGNES.
Ashland, N. H.
Cheer up, “ Agnes,” I will help you.
What you need is a receiver attach
ed to a steel band which fits over
your head, such as phone operators
use, also about 150 feet of cord. Con

Cates
Ma i n Street

Our store is a veritable storehouse for
classy gifts suitable for the

JUNE BRIDES
No matter wha tsum of money you
desire to spend,
have distinctive
gifts .marked to soft all purses—
Cut Glass, Sterling Siver, Silver
Plated Ware, Mantle Clocks, Leather
Goods, Precious Stones, beautifully
designed Jewelry, in fact a line that is
replete with standard goods and nov
elties just suited for gift purposes.

k lk “ D R E A M ”
^ a ra m o u / z ^
^ U c t iir e ^

P e r r y ’s

Jeweler

and

Optometrist

Market Square, Houlton, Maine

PROGRAM M E
W eek o f M ay 26th, 1919

flowers for Decoration Day
The beautiful custom of observing this
clay has become' nation-wide, by var
ious acts and deeds of commemora
tion people throughout the; United
States make special efforts to have
their Cemetery lots look as present
able on this day as possible*. One of
the most appropriate forms of obser
vance is the strewing of the graves
with flowers.

MONDAY
William Farnum in
“T H E S IG N O F T H E C R O S S ”
MACK SEN N ET T COM EDY
B IL L IE W E S T

TUESDAY
William Faversham in
“T H E S IL V E R K IN G ”
Moonlite Dance at the Heywood

WEDNESDAY
Kathleen Clifford in
“A B U R G L A R F O R A N IG H T ”

THURSDAY

We have blooms of every kind.
Place your order today and it will
be promptly attended to.
Wreaths. Bouquets and Cut Flowers
in abundance.
Mail order

a specialty.

Vivian Martin in
“J A N E G O E S W O O IN G ”
Prize Waltz at the Heywood

FRIDAY
Elsie Ferguson in
“H IS P E R S IA N W IF E ”
and “W H O IS NO. 1”

SATURDAY

FATTY ARBU C KLE
P A R A M O U N T S P E C IA L
“The R O S E O F the R A N C H O "

Summer weigh twool Sox 65c to $1.35

'aram ouni ^H u lu rcM
ONE HUNDRED a n d TEN

WE SELL TENNIS SHOES

W E ST FORTIETH

N E W Y O R K .N .Y .

CHEAPEST
HOULTON

SHOE HOSPITAL
Exchange Bldg.

18 Court St.

Chadwick, florist
Conservatories \6 H igh Street
H oulton, M aine

The
trade
mark

that
stands
for
Quality
1388

A lW W t

HOULTON
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|in its respect Albert is quoted by Mr. banyan tree of nearly every native fication. The work is perfermed once
for all. and they require no effort suevillage.
'Garvan as saying:
“ There are many differences be- ceeding seasons except a little waterSENT FROM U. S.
“ ‘Now one should picture to himUnder “ the master spy,” Dr. Hugo ! self what a military coup would be ac- tween the Malekulan and the natives ing. But a well chosen setting of
Schweizter, German agents' in this : complished by an army leader if he of other islands, though most of them shrubs makes a nest of verdure and a
country reported to Berlin by code should succeed in destroying three are obviously Malesian, front their setting of nature’s loveliness for your
•very detail of America's business railroad trains of 4b cars, containing thick wooly hair, coal black skin, flaf dwelling. Flowers require more work
noses and heavy lip . The Malekulans But they give a note of good cheeor
life, kept from the allies 500,000 4,500,000 pounds of explosives.' ”
Mr. Garvan added the Germans hop are accorded the palm for ferocity and and festivity and make a marvellous
pounds of explosives and sent over
seas the formula for the deadly mus ed to “corner” bromine, produced on- cruelty by many traveler , though they addition to the horn-1 place.
Private grounds that are beautified
tard gas which laid low thousands o ly here and in Germany, and deadly are not unique among the Hebrides
American soldiers, according to Fran in its effect when combined with nit natives in these respects. On some in this way add wonderfully to the
A simple little
islands the women expect to he buried beauty of the town.
cis P. Garvan, alien property custo ric gases.
home
carefully
beautified,
passes for
alive
with
their
husbands'
bodies.
dian, who delivered an address at th(
"At Bogota, N. J. in the New Jersey
and
distinc
A
redeeming
feature
of
the
Malekua
place
of
greater
culture
annual banquet of the National Cot Agriculture Chemical Company, Dr.
ton Manufacturers' Association.
Schweitzer
employed Dr. Walter Ians is their scrupulous honesty . A tion than the elaborate mansion that
Ifr. Garvan declared he had for 19 Soheele who was the inventor in that traveler’s life may not he worth much cost three times as much but shows
months been making “a study of Ger little town of New Jersey in 1913, of if he irritates a native, but his prop- no taste and imagination.
man Industrial life and its manifesta mustard gas, the formula of which he erty is absolutely safe. Another Maletions in the United States.” As a re transmitted through ('apt. von Papon kula distinction inheres in the wooden
A NAME TO RECKON WITH
These
sult, he said, he wu» also able to re to Germany as soon as the war broke , ancestor images found there.
One of the signs on the political
veal the far-reaching machinations of out." continued Mr. Garvan. “ This is effigies display a resemblance to bli horizon is the growth of interest in
Dr. Schweizter, former president of the mustard gas which laid low your man beings and attest a latent artis- Gen. Leonard Wood as a Republican
tie taste in their crude coloring.
th$ Bayer Company, which was taken ’ brothers on the plains of Franee.”
presidential candidate.
Tin* conven
“ Trouble in the New Hebrides is tions art* still more than a year away,
over and reorganized by the alien pro- MitJC
. nothing new.
The candidate who looks good today
perty custodian.
*
-..... - ..._______
may not be the most available one
Kept Taba For Berlin
STILL PRACTICE CANNIBALISM
next
year. But it is a good guess that
“ True it is that the Hamburg
SPRING IMPROVEMENTS
“ Cannibals!" you may have exclaim
American Line and the North Gei
tin*
Democratic
administration will
No matter how neatly a town may
man Lloyd kept faithful tab for Ber ed when you read of a naval force sent be kept, it will always have a bare have chills and fever over the Wood
lin on a thousand details of our bus to Malekula Island, of the New He and hard look unless it is well plant prospects before the campaign goes
ness life which came under their ol brides, to quell attacks of the man- ed with trees and shrubbery. Every along much farther.
servation; that not a ship left hai eaters upon white planters, “ I thought street should be lined with shad
Tilt* Leonard Wood mystery re
bors, not a cargo was loaded or un cannibals had disappeared long ago.” trees. A new street should have it mains a great big interrogation point
“ Contrary to general belief of the
loaded, but that some member of it
young saplings set the tirst season it written at the end of the war story.
organization watched and reported cannibal still is with us,” says a hulk
It is a tj nest ion that lias got to In*
y(). ‘is laid out.
every detail to be sent by code to tin from the National Geographh
answered.
Why was Wood side
eiety. “ And cannibalism is practiced
Few people realize how much they
the German government,” said Mr.
tracked?
regularly by some tribes of the numer- could add to their home places hv a
Here was the man who had done
Garvan.
-ous South Sea Isands. I n o t h e r places small expenditure for trees and shrubrecurrent. Missionaries and asen.s Levy. It changes a honse. into a borne
the foundation of her entire espion
will
system
stood reP°rt
stamped out; and they speak a sweet center of beauty which wi
age and propaganda
i
'
truly .save for occasional lapses into remain a cherished memory eve n
the dye hriustry- As long as you bar])aHsm Qf these primitive peoples though future years take you far away

GAS FORMULA

were 8UI>P
? ® # unknown to d«st emerging into the kindergarten A house well surrounded by natural
business had no secret unknown to
oiviMzation
beautv will always sell and rent for
Berlin. In Berlin you will find a card sta*’e 01 tnelr clvllIzauon
■
“ Of all the peoples ot the vast South more.
Index system which records every
When vou set out trees nd shrubs,
Pacific expanse where the white man’s
fact connected with each and every
, , ,
influence
has
been
felt
at
all
the
Male
o n . of your concerns that can be ot InHnence
Male- the high coal ami labor is soon lorThe beauty remains as a
kula islanders perhaps are the most gotten.
any possible value to your rivals over
It gives you
murderous, treacherous and savage, permanent possession
there.
'Not many years ago ethnologists who pleasure every day that you make the
•The head of that system n
s saw some egg-shaped skulls brought place vour home.

KEMP’S BALSAM

r

Company.

Ho waa given ;

from— soon ,o
--------------------------------------------------“ Investigation
disproved any
such theory.
For the cone-shaped
heads of many Malekula islanders is a
SHE used
deformity deliberately produced by
wrapping cord about the heads of
F L A V O R IN G
babies. If the child survives the treat
ment its egg-shaped head, point up
ward, is a Malekulan distinction akin
EXTRACTS
to the tiny foot of a Chinese woman.
U. 8. Holds H it Aids
“ Another custom of Malekula seems
VAN ILA — LEMON or ORANGE, Etc.
“ Schweitzer was the inventor of equally harrowing. If a woman dis
Exceptional strength and quality. Economical.
the idea of the purchase of the New closes a gap in the rows of her gleam" A little goes a long way.” Premium coupon in every
package. Your favorite dealer sella T & K extracts.
York Evening Mail. Schweitzer was jng white teeth it means that she is
Thurston & Kingsbury Co.,Bangor, Me. (U9)
the inventor o f the idea of the Ger- i married, and that the older women
man publication society. Over 30 j have performed this operation in sometrained chemists, his lieutenants, are thing of the playful spirit in which rice
now interned.”
j throwing sometimes is indulged in at
Asserting Dr. Heinrich F . Albert, j an American ceremony,
commerlcal attache at the Germ an. "The male Malekirtan is a crack
An Old Family ■!
embassy in Washington, has turned j marksman with his how and poisoned
Doctor’s Favorite (
over about $1,500,000 to Schweitzer, j arrow, and as inveterate a clubman
Prescription
Mr. Garvan said the latter had formed jas a wealthy America bachelor. In
is Pleasant. Safe and Effective, both
the chemical exchange, by which all many islands of the New Hebrides each
for Internal and External use.--For
availble phenom supply in America village has its club house, and upon his
A STU B B O R N COUG H OR COLD rub
was turned away from the manufac standing among his club fellows, de
on the chest and ake as directed-ture of picric acid for explosives for pends his rank in the community.
cures where other remedies have no
effect. Non-alcoholic.
“ Moreover, there is a combination
the allies, with a profit, out of Amerlea’s pocket, to Germany, of $1,650,-[community forum, pubic dance hall,
AT ALL DRUG AND GENERAL STORES
000. In praising Schweitzer’s work Iand children’s playground under the KEEP IT IN THE HOUSE
He came to this country, became a
citizen on the instruction of the Ger
man
government, eventually
was
made the head of the Bayer Company
and led the espionage and propagan
dist movements here down to the day
o f his sudden death in November,
1117.”

A man who lias such gifts of
ization and leadership, should
have been placed in command
army, or should have been one

W H I T E ’S

WHITE'S

GOLDEN

golden

TONIC

TONIC

T H I S old, reliable remedy ihoild
be in every horie itabl*.
lone* up tlie sluggish organs of
diges'ion and fights disease. A
reliab.o preventive and treatment
V l i ^°*^Tr^PPot‘,e,n Ipjieestion,
Yellow Water, Swelled Legs and

Djftemper.

ONLY 60c FOR

HORSE INSURANCE. So’d hy
druggists and general stores or
guarantee.
i
K IM B A L L BR O T H E R S A CO.
Incorporated
*

organ
either
of the
of the

Enosbura Falls, vt.

BANCOR
MAINE

m

Dunco

SEEDS
For Vegetable, Field
TA
and Garden
Look up dealersin your neighborhood^^—
-./selling these seeds— seeds with a worttX" '
Y y while reputation. Seeds that grow, that pro-'
y dn ee. Patronize them. Refuse substitutes. Also^
ask your dealer for Dunning Farm Implements and y .,
I/and Garden 7 ools. Quality and satisfaction is s u r e . A & O
The dealer selling them has the result of our84 years'Vvjv —
”
experience. Our 1919-192 Page Catalog has sugges-VTons and prices that wi l interest you. Write for your V7’
vTSU-J
free copy today.—R. B. D unning a C o ., Bangor,
rbne..

'•r •

We hove

"

T

This was the one point in which the
Fnited States, in the period immedi
ately before tin* war, did show a
vision and foresight.
His sagacity,
practical wisdom, and leadership set
in motion forces that immeasurably
improved the military position, and
hastened the end of the war. While
others talked. Wood acted. In* did
things, and accomplished a splendid
result.

Will Stop that Cough
G U A R A N TE E D

*• C

more than any other. ex( opting p,.r-^ principal directors of the war If the
haps Roosevelt, to arouse the people j heads of the army believed that Gen
to the dangers of unpreparedness. And 1Wood should be set aside into a min
more than any other he suggested a or position, t h e y should take (he repractical measure to 'octin* a hott'M sponsibility. If the President and hL
military position. He originated the advisers thought In* was a dangerous
grand idea of the Plattsluirg ramps, man to advance, let them take
tin
which did so much to provide a ferrt; blame, and let the p e o p F I)a.
on tin
of oftieers capable of leading and motives for the act.
training the new army.

“ My! What Delicious Cake!"

AW Kinds
Brushes

Taken Inside-Rubbed On Outside
Ballard’s Golden Oil

Mitcbell Agents

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF
ACCESSORIES
Chevrolet

F IV E P A S S E N G E R T O U R IN G C A R S

One 5 Passenger "Victory” Touring now on
hand—More enroute—Roadsters, Tourings
O V E R 100 IM P R O V E M E N T S

75% More Endurance

A Guaranteed Car for One Year
40 H. P.; 6 Cylinder High Spee 'Motor; Removable
Cylinder Head; 120 inch Wheel Base; 34x4 Wheels with
Anti-Skid Casings on Rear; Cream Wheels; Nickel Trim
mings; 14 inch Brake Drums; 18 inch Steering Wheel.
Full Floating Rear Axle; Cantilever Rear and Half Eliptic
Forward Springs— THE MITCHELL RECORD— Over 40 ,000 Cars without a broken Spring; Genuine Leather
Upholstering
Completely Equipped with— Storage Battery, Dimming
Headlights, Ventilating, Tilted Windshield, Engine Driven
Tire Pump, Electric Horn, Magnetic Speedometer, Gaso
line Gauge, Spare Tire Carrier, Extra Demountable Rim,
Complete Se of Tools.

and

Mitchell

Parts

B A N G O R STREET

Chevrolet Agts.

Chevrolet Mode 490
One Carload on Hand

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN
SE C O N D -H A N D
CARS

M ore Enroute—Roadsters -Tourings

Including Ford. Studebakcr.
Mitchell, Saxon, Overland and
other makes
Gasoline, Oil, Storage Vulcanizing and Free Air

Guaranteed against defects of ■workmanship and material
Call and let us demonstrate to you that the CHEVROLET
is the POPULAR light car of the season
P O W E R F U L and S T R O N G

O P E N D A Y A N D N IG H T
We Specialize in Repais
First-C lass M echanics— On
M akes of Cars
ARE

YOU FR O M

by
all

M IS S O U R I ?

YES?

Four Cylinder Motor—Remy Ignition— Selective Trans
mission— Three Speeds Forward— Non-Skid Tires 30x31•>
Left Hand Drive— 102 in. Wheel Base.
Completely Equipped with Electric Lights and Starter—
Demountable Rims, Mohair Tailored ' ‘O n e -M an ” Top—
Top, Cover and Side Curtains— Tilted Wind Shield—Elec
tric Horn—Extra Rim and Carrier— Tools—Pump—Jack

L E T U S SH O W YOU
Price Complete, filled with gas and oil, $825.00 f. o. b.
Houlton, Maine

Price F. O. B. Racine, Wis. $1,475.00

...... 1

M a l a S tre e t

N o w S h o w in g th e N e w

MITCHELL E -40

BANGOR

P H A R M A C Y

N e xt t o E lk s C l u b

Bangor Street Garage

The New Victory Model

50% Added Strength

B R O A D W A Y

STREET

GARAGE

M itchell and Chevrolet D istributors------------------------------------------------- -----H O U LTO N , M AINE
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ing in this way pays the market price MEXICANS WANT
for his shares. Under the 1919 Em
FOOD, NOT FORCE
ployes’ Stock Savings Plan he will
Every employee of Swift & Company secure shares at par.
Richard H. Cole of California, an inle to be given an opportunity to be
“ There is not an office boy in the timate friend of Francisco Madero, the
come a partner in the business, accord company who will not be given an op- murdered Mexican President and later
ing to an announcement made by offi- portunity to become a partner, properS0nal representative and adcials of the company today. Distribu vided he has been in our employ for visor of President Carranza in the Unition o f a portion of the stock now a period of six months. There is only ' ted states until, as he says, Carranza
held in the company’s treasury is to j one thing which we ask of those " h o began to lean toward Germny, said
be made at par $(100) to every em-1 purchase stock on this plan, and that bere tonight armed intervention in
ployee who has been on the pay-roll j js that they do not purchase it mere- Mexico would be a mistake but that
for six months.
j ly as a speculation but as a perman- the Unite(} states would assume a
The 1919 Employes Stock Savings , ent investment."
mandatory over Mexico because no facPlan, as the scheme is known, pro-j
--------------------tion or group of factions there was
vides that any employee, from office BAK ER F A V O R S
capable of organizing a stable govern
or messenger boy in the plant t° the
t r a in in g y o u t h ment. He declared his belief that the
highest executive, may purchase these
Secretary Baker is expected soon to Carranza government, could not last
shares at a price far below that at majte a public announcement of a def- six months longer,
which the stock is quoted on the jnke stand in favor of universal edu“Any strong power could conquer
stock exchanges in the country.
cational-military training with a state- Mexk,0 in yo days. ’ said a statement
Under the Plan
e , t e s oc ^menf 0f his reasons.
It is assumed j)V
(;0ie “ j^ut military intervention
may be paid for by the employee on a here that president Wilson has ap would be a shame and a crime. What
hasia of $10.00 per share down and a proved his plan.
the Mexicans want is food, not force.”
dollar a week per share to be deductThe plan understood to be favored
About 16,000,000 of the 17.000,000
ed from his salary. If the employe is j)y
secretary contemplates the use
people of Mexico will welcome Ameri
paying for Liberty Bonds, he may
miutary establishment as a
cans who come with food and the help
have shares reserved for him and not j medium for training the youth of the
they are entitled to.
begin payment until after he has com -; nation, first along academic and voca“ I know the United States is sensi
pleted his Liberty Bond payments.
j tional lines and, as an entirely separtive
about hurting the feelings of the
The amount of stock to be alloted to j ate and subordinated feature,in rudi•ach employee will be fixed according j mentary military science. The secre Mexicans and hates to intervene, even
to wages or salary, ranging from one j tary’s suggested program is said to be ; in a friendly way. Some German-own(1) to five (5) shares each, as fol- j based initially on the benefit which ed Mexicns might protest, but Great
tows:
j will accrue to the country from the |Britain, France, Holland and the Uni
Entitled to higher average of intelligence and the Ited States have huge interests in MexW eekly Salary
improved standard of physical well- ic0 and the foreign nations are not
Shares
or Wages
being of the young men who would b e l l i n g to allow Carranza to confiscate
1
Up to $20
taken annually into the training rna- ; their investments and sell them to Ger2
$20 to $30
Imans in that country.
4
930 to 940
The
favorable
results
of
the
opera’
“ Mexico is bankrupt, helplessly so,
4
940 to 950
5
tion
of
the
A.
E.
F.
university
system
;
Carranza
cannot borrow any money,
Otor |50
are
believed
to
have
largely
brought
j
S
i
x
i
y
Per
cent
of Mexico is actually in :
"W e believe that Swift & Company
Mr.
Baker
to
his
opinion.
Not
only
j
rebellion
and
the
populations are star-!
wlU greatly benefit by this plan of distrfbution,” said Mr. L. P. Swift, presi- have the thousands of soldiers in j vin&- Mexico is far worse off than Po*;
teat o f the company. “ We want our France shown great eagerness to avail j land- Belgium, Russia or Armenia, b u t.
employees to have an active Interest. themselves of the opportunity of ex- right now any adequate financial a s-;
ta Ike business and feel that they are ! changing “guns for books," but the sistance given Cararnza would cause j
iiis downfall, for if any appreciable
tit IIj a part of it rather than mere |progress made under the specially seamount
of money were placed in the j
waf* earner*.
There 1* no reason! lected instructors and with the careMexican
treasury, nothing could stop
wfty every person on the pay-roll of fully designed schedules has been so
Swift 4 Company should not be a rapid as to surprise prominent educa- a movement against him, led by the |
partner In the business, and we b e- ; tors connected with the work. More- men who are now in positions of trust'
j
ttova that by this method we will be over, the comparatively short time in his very shadow.
“
Mexico
is
rich
with
treasure
and
is
|
ghrtng them a good opportunity to be- given to the military routine has provright
at
our
doors
crying
for
food
and
Identified with It in a closer way en ample to keep the individual solWhile the United ;
that of being on the pay-roll.
dler in trim for field service should fair treatment.
States
is
thinking
about Russia, Japan,'
"W e now have, under our Em- emergency require,
with
an
eye
for
the
commerce of the
plopues’ Stock Investment plan, more
While the secretary’s announce
Pacific,
is
trying
to
get
a foothold in
5000 employes who are share- ment is expected to be entirely an ex
laldars. This plan has been In opera position of his personal views, it is as Mexico.
“Japan knows where the wealth is.
tion for a number o f years and pro sumed here that his advocacy of a
ving* that stock is to be sold to em form of educational-military training, Let Japan or Germany get a foothold
ployees on the basis o f 10 per cent, will mean the inclusion of some such In Mexico, and you will see such
down and the balance over a period plan as a basic part of the military i wealth developed as was never known
before.”
o f two years. The employee purchas- policy to be laid before Congress.

SW T * CO. 1919 EMPLOYES’
STOCK SAVINGS PLAN

ir e s t o n e
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Gray Sidewall

Tires are adapted to the

work in hand.
For heavy, medium weight and
light cars there are Firestone
Tires that exa ctly meet the

strains and w ear peculiar to
the particular character of car
a;id service.

Study and experience have
made Firestone Tires with their
record of most miles per dollar.

' ' ‘V
>•
•tA’1 • ’v - -y- v
H. L/ a

1

i

S'
r

TIRES
Most Miles per Dollar

Let Us Send Y ou a

“ S w ift D o lla r ”
For a Pocket Piece
It will interest you.

i

FOX

BROS.

H U R R Y

H U R R Y

H U R R Y

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
U 2M % /

£2%
ToStockRabir)

L O O K

L O O K

L O O K

O o O

price $15.00 going at

It show s w here the m oney goes that
Sw ift & C om pany takes in.
It show s that out o f every dollar
received b y Sw ift & Com pany from the
sale of m eat and by-products in 1 9 1 8 —
9

1— Sw ift and Com pany paid for
live animals
. . . .
85.00 cents
2 — Sw ift & Com pany paid out
fo r labor, freight and other
expenses
.
.
.
.
.
12.96 cents
3 — —Swift & Com pany had left a
profit o f only
. . .
- 2.04 cents
T otal 100.00 cents
The 2.04 cents remaining as profit equals only
a fraction of a cent per pound. It is too small to
affect materially the price o f live stock to the farmer
or the price of meat to the consumer.

$6.98

Hoy’s all wool fast color, coats and vest, worth $12.00 will
be sold at
$3.98
Ladies or Men’s fast color, all wool Ked Mackinaw's, worth
today $15.oo, must be sold at
$4.98
Hoy's all wool vests, were $1.00, going at

25c

Mini's light Summer coats only

25c

Mini's all wool $1N.00 Suits going at

$5.00

Men’s fine imported all wool,worsted coats and vests
worth today $15.00, yours for
$2.50
Men’s $25.00 hand made Suits going at
Men’s Rubber Collars

$9.98
15c

Men’s Linen Collars

5c

Men’s and Boy’s Light Weight Summer Overcoats at
$1.50, $1.^8, $2.22, $2.50 and up
Boy’s $S.0() Mackinaw

only

$4.98

Large Mirror, (j feet long. 4 feet wide, another Mirror, G
feet long. 20 inches wide. Show Cases, Clothing Racks Hat
Cases etc.
To be sold at a Bargain.

A “ Swift D ollar” will be m ailed you on
request.

Address

H U R R Y

H U R R Y

H U R R Y

Sw ift & Company
U. S. Yards, Chicago
Our Store for Rent

Our Fixtures for Sale

Houlton Local Branch, 74 Bangor Street
H. E . Mishou, Manager
i
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Time limit on Salvation Army Drive Extended to
Saturday evening of this Week
This is the final appeal to every man, woman and child
to put their shoulder to the wheel and make the Salvation
Army contribution from this town a tremendous success.
If we have contributed once, if necessary, we should
contribute again.
The amounts of our contributions must be larger to
raise this $16,000 fund. $100 of our money given to the
Salvation Army will undoubtedly do more good and you
will derive more pleasure in giving to this organization
than double the amount placed elsewhere.
Aside from the above reasons why we should give
liberally are the good and sufficient reasons that over $12,000 of this amount will be left in our beautiful little town,
put in circlation here to construct a modern home for the
local Salvation Army.
This building as we understand it is to be constructed
so that extremely low rate lodgings wall always be open
to the needy o f our own town, and other good things are
hound to develop from such an organization with the right
equipment to work with.
We sincerely believe that every dollar given to the
Salvation Army will be honestly and judiciously expended
and we are sure that all of us as individuals will derive
great satisfaction in doing our utmost in making this
cause a success.
We must all dig down in our pockets and dig down
again if necessary, and let us not forget the Salvation
Army Motto:
“A Man May Be Down But He Is Never Out”

j

It will give us all pleasure to give to this cause.

t

i
/

Give Your Lim it!

Salvation

Home
,000,000 FOR

H U M A N IT Y

May 19-26
This Advertisement Contributed by

G. W . Richards & Co.

Fund
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PAGE NINE

Keeping hens Facts,’ a price-list of waste materperhaps some evenings, too, for you
i small wood-burning stoves, the only j cows reached $700.
WHERE HIRAM SPENT
see they hold like meetings in the
! utensils being iron pots and kettles,; alone showed a maximum labor in- ials, and shares its window card for
THE SABBATH DAY city all weefc through."
Of Spanish War Fame Muet Go
which may be used either on the ' come ©f $1100; maximum loss $100. , housewives with the notice to tin
When Hiram went u-visiting his ma
And when ma read this letter she
stove or in the big open fireplaces. Retailing milk showed a maximum letter-carrier that Stamps are wanted.
felt great alarm, lest in the wicked
“
My
central
committee
includes
the
The
laundry,
consisting
of
wooden
labor
income
of
$1600,
with
no
loss,
Three of the four battleships which
she real tears of joy, for she felt
city her son should come to barm,
helped destroy the Spanish fleet off tubs placed on a bench and a great Combined dairying and poultry rais- director and manager of each State:
contamination had indeed been spared
and
wrung from him a promise, be
her boy: and Hiram didn’t mention
Santiago in 1898, the Indiana, Mas iron wash kettle In which clothes arc Ing showed a maximum labor income Maine, 51 rs. Herbert Brown. .Mrs.
fore she gave consent, that he would
it was a movie show, with Salome
sachusetts and Iowa—are to be plac boiled, is usually “down by the of $1700, and not one farmer who tol- Grace A. Wing; New Hampshire. Mrs.
write and tell her how the Sabbath
ed out of commission, the navy de spring.’ ’ Much straining and lifting, lowed that combination on his farm Mary I. Wood, Mr. Thomas Hollis;
the leg attraction, and, of course,
Vermont. Mrs. Edward t’urtis Smith, day was spent. And bow anxiously she'l never know!
partment announced, and their names and undue fatigue is involved in this reported a loss.
These figures were complied from Mrs. 1). ( ’. Jones; .Massachusetts. Mr. she waited until the happy day when I
reassigned * to new
super-dread- out-of-door laundry. Sometimes an
the postman brought the letter that
naughts. For historical and other old-fashioned paddle is used instead records kept on 519 farms, scattered Graydon Stetson, Miss Kate Brownwiped her fears awav!
through
Penobscot,
Kenneoec,
Han
Rhode Island. Mrs. E. L. Johson. Mr.
reasons, however, the fourth ship, th e jof the m0(jern washboard, which is
i
"Dear mother," Hiram wrote her,)
cock,
Franklin
and
Somerset
coun
A. M. McCrillis; Connecticut. Mrs.
famous Oregon, which circled South gtlH regar(l8(| as a luxury in many
Richard
M. Bissell. .Miss
Irene "the days have tlown so fast, it seems |
America in order to be in the battle i homes
only one home in this sec ties.
I scarce ran realize a week has near- i
VAR SAVINGSSUMPS
O'Brien.
against Cervera’s squadron, will re- . tion had a pumi) aml sink inside the
ISSUED >Y THE
UnitedStaler
ly past. But now it's Sunday even- j
UNITED STATES
tain her name and will continue in kitchen
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS NEXT
"Altogether we have built up a per
GOVERNMENT
ing and right late, I'm afraid but I !
service with the Pacific fleet.
Many of the mountain homes in
Exit the Victory Loan -re-enter the sonnel and assembled a staff of work have just remomberod the promise!
As the Indiana, Massachusetts and thjs gtate ; . t i l l have their spinning Thrift and War Savings Stamps, an ers that promise development and fuithat I made.
j
Iowa probably never again will be wheels in use, and occasionally a educative and selling campaign which liment of the plans of the Treasury
Well, today I spent some hours with :
placed in active service, they will be , primitive hand loom is found. S°m °,like Tennyson s brook will "Go on for- Department for the inculcation of tin1
a most attentive throng, in an edifice j
designated
as “ coast battleships of these homes display a rare collec- ever" according to present plans of principles of thrift and saving. Our
imposing (it seemed an acre long),
Numbers 1, 2 and 4” for final dlspo* ^on
homemade coverlids and the Treasury Department.
headquarters at 95 Milk Street, is a where1 an organ grand was peeling in j DIAMOND
sition o f the vessels has not been de- biankets. The wool was grown on
“ Up to the first of April our work busy place and we are always ready tone's so clear and sweet, and the j
termlned, but they will be probably the farm sheared from the sheep; was largely constructive," said Mrs. to answer inquiries or lend assistance.
day's theme was presented in a man- '
stripped and sold for scrap or used washed, carded, and spun by the worn- F. L. Higginson, Savings Director for We are particulary grateful for the
tier most unique. The subject was
GO'
as targets for ships o f the fleet as en an(j gjrjs 0f the family; dyed some- \ew England. “ It was a case of reor hearty cooperation of the press, which
King He'roel and the; dancing girl, | LADIES |
was the old battleship Texas.
times with homemade madder, indigo, ganization, building up a personnel,! has forwarded our efforts in every
your Druggist fo r CHI-CHES-TER S
Salome, and given in a manner quite j Ask
D I A M O N D B R A N D PILLS in R ed am i j
The name Indiana will be assigned jand wainut stains; and woven on the and niaking new plans, and to do this way."
different from at home. If you and G o ld metallic box es, sealed with Blu«
to battleship No. 50 authorized
]oom into quaint coverlids and b la n -'on a permanent basis has been n o 1
Ribtion. T a e b n o o t h e r . B a y o f y o s r
pa had be>en there I know you would I Druggist and ask for C H I-d U C S -T aB S
nine others In 1916, and which is to |kets
The use oi old-fashioned im- easvtask. Meanwhile the sale of
D
I A M O N D B R A N D P I L L S , fo r tw enty-five
have said there's more to that old years
THE PROGRESSIVE TOWN
regarded as Best, Safest, A lw a y s Reliable.
be built at the New York navy yard, i piements for churning and butter- Thrift and WarSavings Stamps has ^
The progressive town must not story than the little bit you've read! SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
The names Massachusetts and Iowa i makjng an(j sweeping done, by means g0ne on quietly but steadily and with
And I’m going back next Sunday, and
t im e
C U P R Y U / U P R r w orth
will be given to battleships Nos.
homemade brooms fashioned of no urging beyond a persistent bring-1merely be alert to find new business
t r ih d
t i t n i n n c n c tested
and 54, bids for the construction of j sbor^ bunches of sedge grass, for jng to the attention of the public the 1and to advance commercially, hut it
- -■
■•-.................- ■- — --------------------------------------------which will be opened by the navy ; bouse use an(j 0f twigs bound to -. fact that the War Savings Stamps are must he very receptive to new ideas.
department May 23.
jgether with a hickory withe for the a joo% investment and more, for they
The whole current of civilized pro
In reassigning the names of the |yard( are among some of the primitive increase in value from month to
gress
is changing in these marvellous
three ships to modern craft the de- ; coditions dealt with by the report.
month. In fact, there will be no
s Mr. McKinley's letter
partment is carrying out its policy j
______________
‘drives' this year; but we hope to do j days. The world has been shaken out
brings
cheer to" all who
nf naming battleships for states, the ;
___
our educational work in thrift so i of its old ruts by the shock of war.
may
be
sufferers as he
single exception being the Kear-! SYSTEM OF ACCOUNTING
thoroughly that people will see for i People are carefully examining their
was.
Read
it:
surge, launched at the outbreak of
FOR FARMERS themselves the desirability of invest-. old educational, civic and industrial
“I can honestly say that I owe
the Spanish war and named for the
*ny life to Peruua. After some of
ORONO, May 19. In these days of ing in VSS as a Goverment security. ! methods. They are asking themselves
the best doctors in the country
Civil war frigate which was de“
Up
to
the
first
of
May
we
had
eshow
they
can
perform
the
tasks
of
gave me up and told me I could
agitation, of economy and elimina
not live another month, Perana
streyed by the Confederate ship Al
tablished
and
confirmed
403
agencies
:
life
more
efficiently,
tion of waste the farmers of Maine
saved me. Travelling from town
abama. Even with the names of the
to town, throughout the country
are coming to realize that it is as es in Maine, 300 in New Hampshire, 48 j Nothing can go along in the old
and having to go into all kinds
armored cruisers reassigned to bat
o f badly heated stores and build
sential to know what it costs to pro in Vermont, 1446 in Massachusetts, j stereotyped methods. The churches
ings,
sometimes standing up for
tleships, the names of all states have
readjust their methods
to
duce a crop of any kind as to ascer 956 in Rhode Island, and 416 in Con-!must
hours at a time while plying my
been exhausted and It thus became
trade as auctioneer, it is only
tain at what price it should sell in neeticut. The number of War Sav-1 modem standards, must cut out duplinatural that I had colds frenecessary to reassign names now
qnently;
so when this would
ings
societies
reporting
through
May
j
cation
of
effort
and
sectarian
rivarly.
ithe open marketMr. Samuel McKinley, 3507 E.
occur I paid little attention to it,
held by some of the battleships.
12th St., Kansas City, Mo., Mem
S
are
211
for
Maine,
294
for
New
They
must
continue
their
work
of
Maurice D. Jones, farm manage
until last December when X con
When additional capital ships are
ber of the Society of U, S, Jewelry
tracted a severe case, which,
ment demonstrator connected with Hampshire, 512 for Massachusetts, promoting spiritual life, and at the ,
Auctioneers.
through neglect on my part
authorised It is probable that more
settled on my lungs. When althe University of Maine extension 843 for Rhode Island. Our total sales same time attempt more for practical j
moat too late, I began doctoring,
o f the older battleships will be placed
|
bat, wlthoat avail, until I heard
service, is devoting much attention reported through the Federal Re beneficence and human welfare.
Sold Everywhere.
out o f commission, but thus far the
of Perana. It eared me; so I
serve Bank and postoffices for the
®
Tablet or Liquid Form
*
this
spring
to
assisting
farmers
to
cannot
praise
it
too
highly,"
The
schools
can’t
be
satisfied
to
fol1
department has formuated no policy
first three months of the year were low along the old beaten paths of edu- i
keep
their
accounts
so
as
to
be
able
in
regard. Several of the bat
$3,537,691.81, or 49 cents per capita cation. Modern life calls for young j
tleships now will be placed in reserve to know the net result of their labors
every year, and to determine what for the entire district with its seven people of keener observation, betterj
as soon as the American troops are
kinds of farm activities are the most and a quarter millions population.
civic ideals, greater vocational skill,
returned from overseas.
profitable
in
their
communities
and
School
superintendents
and
teach-;
and
higher standards of intelligence,
Tha Indiana, Massachusetts and
ers are cooperating heartily with the
Oregon were the first big gun battle under their conditions.
Industrial enterprises must share
There is nothing complicated about S a v in g s D ivision . M a te ria l for T h rift ; the new spirit of brotherhood. They
ships of the Navy and all were built
Clubs has been introduced into ail the
f must promote the welfare of the hum
from the same design.
They were the plan of bookkeeping, Mr. Jones
schools of Maine and a Thrift Chest
teaches.
It
is
as
simple
as
the
al
completed more than 20 years ago
blest worker, and at the same time
has been added as a device for home
and at that time were regarded as phabet after it has been properly
1they must adopt the new scientific
saving. All the children will take
the most powerful ships afloat. Each started. The instruction costs the
, methods asuring a greater production.
these home for use during the sum
farmer
nothing,
for
the
University
of
carried four 13-inch rifles, eight 8I Now a town can’t go ahead in these
THE DANGER
Maine furnishes the account books mer and make their reports on Savinch rifles and many smaller guns.
(and many other like respect, unless it
of
lings
at
the
beginning
of
the
Fall
OF SPECULATION
The Iowa was completed in 1897, free and likewise the service
has a lot of people who have their
re- ■term.
and her first commander wa* Captain Demonstrator Jones. The only
;eyes and mind very wide open. They
is apparent to those who have been
William T. Sampson, who in the next quirement is that the farmers who'j “ A new and important feature of j must be reading newspapers and mag
bad
investments.
Deposit
your
year was transferred to the command desire this free service form groups j our thrift campaign is the work done azines, learning what other people are
funds
with
the
Houlton
Trust
Com
of the North Atlantic Fleet, which in their communities, because it j by the Salvage Bureau. Old clothes thinking about, studying the progress
pany where they are always worth
fought the battle of Santiago, Cap would be impractical to instruct them ! and shoes are not included nor any of other communities, watching soc
par, and earn a fair rate of interest.
individually.
They
agree
to
keep
ac-1
charities
disturbed,
but
we
are
trying
tain Robley D. (Fighting Bob) Ev
ial experiments. And they must feel a
4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
ans, who was the first commander curate records for a year, at the end to make it easy for women to Turn keen desire, when an idea has clearly
of
which
period
Mr.
Jones
or
the
trash
into
cash’—
-or
Stamps.
Starto f the Indiana, succeeded to the com
made good elsewhere, to try it out
mand of the Iowa and was in charge county extension agent, or both, will j ing with the junk dealers of this here in Houlton, and be willing to
assist in balancing the accounts, if JState, who willingly agreed to give
o f her during the Spanish War.
give some time and effort to adapting
j thrift stamps for junk, the movement
The Iowa was of far different de such assistance is needed.
it to their home surroundings.
Of course the results of the analy-; has spread to other States and even
sign from the first three battleships.
Housewives are
She had a much greater cruising sis in individual cases will be kept j to other districts.
secret,
if
so
desired,
but
from
a
gensaving
tinfoil
for
the
Salvation Army,
radius, the other vessels being coast
defense craft only. The Iowa carried eral summary of accounts much infor- which will use the proceeds for War
four 12-lnch, eight 8-lnch and some 5- mation of value to farming communi- , Savings Stamps to add to their perto put off to-day’ s duty until to
ties, the counties and the state can'panent fund. Dealers in second-hand
inch guns.
morrow. I f your s to m a ch Is
be obtained.
i books, old coins and Stamps, are
add-disturbed take
The figures at the end of the year ready to give Stamps in exchange for
FEW CONVENIENCES
will show to the fanner what major these commodities, and not a few of
IN RURAL SOUTH and what minor, enterprises are best the leading jewelers are giving
Cooking, cleaning, washing, Ironing, Jfitted t.o his conditions and equipment, Stamps for old gold, silver and plat
the new aid to digestion comfort
scrubbing, sewing, milking, churning,, He can study the various factors of inum. The bureau is cooperating in
tod a y m A pleasant relief from
nursing, canning and preserving, car cost so as to be able to compare his the clean-up campaign which opens
the discomfort o f acid-dyspepsia.
results
with
the
average
showing
in
ing for chickens and garden, some
this week, and loses no opportunity
MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
times spinning and knitting, and fre his community, and thus determine to interest organizations in its work.
MAKERS OF SCOTT'S EMULSION
19-6A
quently providing all the family home whether his methods are more or It has a special leaflet, ‘Salvage
made bedding are a few of the minor less efficient than those of his neigh
household duties with which rural bors. It will also help him determine
mothers in many sections of the what crops and what kinds of liveUnited States are burdened. In addi- stock pay best on his farm,
tion to the daily performance of these
Granges, farm bureaus and other
time-absorbing tasks, the average agricultural agencies are taking a
country woman Is frequently called j great interest in this cost-accounting
Me have recently installed a smoke house in connection with our
upon to work side by side with her movement and Mr. Jones and the
Market for Smoking and Curing Hams and Bacon—and are prepart'd
husband In the fields, and to assist in |county agents are kept busy attendto
give prompt service for custom work.
Prices reasonable
all kinds of seasonal chores, including , ing to the calls for assistance in orcarrying water for household u ses; ganizing groups. There are at prefrom distant springs and wells.
Sent 76 such clubs organized in the
“ Toting” water is one of the heavi- "state, and the list is weekly increasest tasks that fall to the lot of rural ing.
Union Square, Houlton, Maine
The plan has been in operation two
women and children. One-fifth of the
white families visited In the course years in this state, but has not been
Ex*— ^
_■ !
o f a recent survey made by the chil pushed as thorougly as it is now
HOULTON, M A I j« r
dren’s bureau. United States depart being.
ment of labor, in one county in a
An analysis of the figures compiled
southern state, and over one-thlrd of by Mr. Jones covering the operations
the negro families, carried water for of farmers who have kept strict acm mam ■
all necessary household purposes as count of their costs and receipts show
far as 50 feet, and a number of the that in the communities covered com
ON
tenant farms had no water of any bination dairy and poultry farming
kind on their premises, and had to pays best; retail milk production,
supply their needs from the landlords’ second; poultry, alone, third; dairy
wells. In another section investigated ing, alone, fourth; orcharding, fifth;
not a single family visited had water potato crops, alone, sixth.
either in the house or on the porch;
Potato raising showed tlm highest
and only one out o f five had it as labor income, $1600, but the greatest
near as 50 feet o f the house. Twenty Individual loss, $1200. The keeping of
families In this section carried water |cows ai0ne showed a maximum labor
Get the latest prices or
as far as 50 feet, and eight families income of $1300, but it carried a risk,
were m far as sp eighth to a quarter as in one instance the loss on dairy
Coal.
Prices advance
o f a mile from the nearest spring.
In most rural families, according to
the report, the housework, as well as
many outside chores, has to be done
by the mothers without help of any
Sarsaparilla
Begins
Its
kind except what is afforded by the Hood’s
Reconstructive Work.
girls o f the family. Only three of the

OLD TIME SHIPS

WS.S.

CHICHESTER SPILLS

I Owe My Life to PI 7DT TM A

Houlton Trust Co.

ITS UNWISE

H o ulton,Maine

K i-H O I D S

M cGARY

BROS. — G R O C E R S

E ic m fO N S a v in g s B a n k

Save

Save

Save

For Y ou r H ealth’s Sake

FUEL

Make it in your

FROM(lieFIRSTDOSE

women in one of the counties studied
kept a servant regularly, and the ab
sence o f modem household conven
iences handicaps the housewife, and
renders her tasks doubly hard. With
the exception o f sewing machines,
there are practically no conveniences
for facilitating the women’s work in
the average rural family in the in-,
vestigated area. While the men, as
a rule, have planters, drillers, spread
ers and various kinds of “new
fangled” help in their farm work
nothing has been done to make wom
en’s tasks any easier.
The cooking Is usually done ou

First, it creates an appetite.
Second, it aids digestion.
Third, it perfects assimilation.
Fourth, it carries 100 per cent, of
the nourishment in the food you eat
into the blood and the body, thereby
enriching and vitalizing your blood,
which in time renews your strength
and builds up again your reserve
strength and vitality.
This makes H ood’s Sarsaparilla
one of the great remedies of the
world. From the first dose you are
on a definite road to improvement. It
is of inestimable value just now to
restore the health and nerve force so
greatly exhausted by war excitement,
the grip and influenza epidemic and
the changing season. It is the riaht
medicine for you this Spring. Get a
bottle today.
And if you need a mild, effective
cathartic, get H ood’s Pills.

Eat M o r e Br e a d

M ay 1st

T h is s p a c e

co n trib u ted

own home with

to

W illiam
T ell

i
th e

c i t i z e n s o f H o u lto n f o r th e p u r 
p o s e o f r e d u c i n g fu e l e x p e n s e s
By

JAMES F. JACKINS
19 M a in S tre e t

T e l e p h o n e 304-M

O f f i c e o p e n e v e n i n g s u n til e i g h t o ’ c l o c k

417

and be sure of finest flavor
and greatest food value
L5

HOULTON
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LINNEUS

AT THE DREAM

Fatty Arbuckle In Laughable Comedy
Fatty Arbuckle has a new comedy
which is said to be one of the best
laugh-makers In which he has been
aeen in many months. It is Camp-

I Mr- Harold Logie lost a \aluable
\‘" “ j'J*
Harry Sawyer of
: Houlton spent Sunday her*' with rdatives.
Miss Willa Stewart is visiting her
Ibrother, Byron Stewart and tanul\ in
Moulton.
Miss Lala Hall of I’lesipie Isle was
the week end guest of her mother,
Mrs. Mary Hall.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hadley spent last
i week in Moulton with her daughter,
Mrs. Hertie Cordrey.
Mrs. Harry Adams spent last
Thursday in Houlton with her daugh
ter. Mrs. Myron Stewart.
!
Miss June Bubar visited with her j
sister, Mrs. Millard Moore, Houlton, ;
several days last week.
j
Mr. Ira E. Ruth of Bangor spent '
in f Out/’ and it will be shown at the
PaHv ' last Tuesday night with his pareents, | This view gives an idea of the conDream theatre next Saturday. Fatt.
and Mrs. j ames h Ruth.
represents a suffering husband i n , ^ rs Delia Bennett of Houlton. Tlitions under which Jersey milk is
tills comedy and his characterization t spent several days last week with !
1 Mrs. Frank Griffith who has been
is certain to drive away the blues.
Mr. Isaac Sawyer and family.
Mrs. B. K. Burleigh met with a ’ in poor health for some time had a
“ Hit Parisian Wife” Haa Strong Ap- painful accident last Saturday by severe ill turn a few days ago hut is
|better now, nurse McLean is earing
peal For Young Brides
i falling and fracturing a rib.
■■ ! Mrs. Fred Hazeltine returned to ; for her.
Exerting a powerful appeal to all Boston Mass after spending the > Mrs. L. I*. Berry is boarding two
married folk and especially to youngj past month here with relatives and children from the Children’s Home at
Caribou. They are very fortunate in
bridges' Just entering upon their mar* {friends.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Kimball and ! securing such a good home for the
ital careers, Elsie Ferguson’s new I Miss
Bishop spent last Thursday af- little ones.
Iternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Jewett
Rev. G. M. Taylor, pastor of the
Adams.
' Methodist Church at Montieello, Me.,
j Mrs. John Bubar and two children held services in the Ross School
i and Miss Gladys Sharp visited with j house on Sunday P. M. Mr. Taylor is
their sister, Mrs. Miles Rhoda in to hold services here every two
Hodgdon last week.
; weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Avon Tidd and Miss
A bad accident occurred on Wed
Beryle
Blackington of Hodgdon,
spent Saturday night and Sunday with nesday, when Fred Little’s team driv
en by Mr. McNally, ran away.
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. John Stewart.
' Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Porter of Shin ; McNally was taken to the Aroostook
lumjnmflueoM
Pond came Saturday to visit with hospital where it was found he had
______ AflltBAFT
■
j
M
r
.
and Mrs. Leonard Sawyer, Mr. dislocated his shoulder.
The
next meeting of Littleton
. . .
, Porter returned home Sunday,
Artcraft photoplay,
His Parisian | Mrs. Amelia Bliss returned to her Grange will be held on Saturday
W ifi,” will be tbe attraction at th e ! home in Island Fals after visiting evening, June 7th. There will be a
Dream Theatre next Friday, The with relatives and friends the past 3 program and a social hour for games.
Through tl}£ kindness of Lewis Car•ton- to on* o f exceptional d r a m a t i c weeks, t o L I « =
“ <»
Rev. Harry Marr of Hodgdon, Geo. ; son, a phonograph will furnish part
interest and the various situations \B. Hunter of Houlton, and Mr. Carr j of the entertainment.
are ipoat thrilling.
of Canterbury, N. B. were guests of j The
next meeting of Southern
! Mr. and Mrs. James H. Ruth last Aroostook
and Penobscot Union
Human Interest la Abundant In Vi- i Thursday.
|Pomona Grange will be held at the
vian Martin’s Photoplay
Camp ground in Littleton on Friday,
June 13th. Ladies are requested to
Interest, which perhaps i
LITTLETON
rn n
r n cno other thing tends
Kenneth L)bb is
wlth the pre. ; bring well-filled baskets for picnic
lunch. The degree of Pomona will
to make # photoplay popular, Is abun*; vailing epidemic.
I Children’s Day will be observed in ; be given in the forenoon, a good pro
the F. B. Church on Sunday, June gram has been arranged for the af
18th.
: ternoon. Several prominent Grange
; L. P. Berry has sold his farm at j speakers will be present. Anyone
>Hill’s Mills, to Mr. Chesney of Smyr- j
wishing information in regard to this
*nA.
t Next Sunday after the morning day may call the committee of ar
’ service, a baptism will be held in the ; rangements, H. B. Crawford, Ira J.
Porter and E. P. Titcomb.
! mill pond at Wiley's Siding.
I Mrs. J. F. Leavitt has so W ' *fl‘ ‘
! covered from the pneumonia as to
T
able to leave her room on Sunday,
i Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Bubar are re- j
celving congratulations on the ar-

M O D EL

a

d M t in -M M SOU -t t o o ln g .” Vivian ! * * * *
AHcn ‘ who I
M itlig'h new Paramount picture, j worlcg for Alleh Carttpbell had the ;
d i e t e d by Geogre Melford, w h ich. m|sfortune to have tt finger taken off ^
win be shown at the Dream theatre Iby the planter.
next Thursday.
.
Friends of Rlbridge Elliott will reA» a little stenographer who has &ret to know that he Is in the hos-

\m

never known anything but poverty,
ptanged suddenly Into a prospect of
nallmited wealth and with a possible
romance embodied In the striking
figure o f the disinherited nephew of
her
Martin
ner benefactor
oeneiacior, Miss
miss
Martin docs
docs
some o f the most telling work of her
cw 'ee*

»itd
XC
am
P°eV
en
S
’t01
,6treatG
d

Mr. Cottle ownes one of the larger
dairy herds in the county, which he
is improving in quality every year,
produced at Maple Row Dairy Farms. they are all Jerseys.
owned by A. G. (’ottle.
This entire herd has passed the

Government test "forV^bC^.accrerditea
herds list. Th6 product W y i such a
herd is bound to be of th& highest
quality and the mo’Bt economic food
obtainable.

whom death was not fear. She will
be greatly missed by all, hut espec
ially by her family, who always look
ed to her for counsel and encourage
ment.
The funeral was held at the Union
Hall. Monday afternoon, Rev. Thos.
Whiteside of Houlton. officiated. Bur
ial was made in the family lot in the
Ludow cemetery.

Aroostook and District .aforeLsaidl1a bankrupt.

D A I R Y

BARNS

LUDLOW
Miss Mary Hand of R. ('. I. was
home for the week end.
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Thompson vis
ited Mr. It. II. Thompson, Sunday.
Rev. Annie Gwyne. a former pastor
of the Baptist Church, occupied the
pulpit Sunday afternoon.
Master Clayton Currie of Houlton,
spent several days last week with his
cousin, Master Leland Longstaff.
Ali.ss Rowena McGown, and Mr.
James B. Hagan were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Thompson.
Rev. H. H. Cosman will preach at
the Ludlow Baptist Church at 3 P. M.
and at Ludlow Station at 7.30 p. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennett Haley and Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Hussey of Houlton,
attended the Baptist Church Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Carpenter.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Carpenter, Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Adams and Miss Jose
phine Carpenter of Hammond, attend
ed the service at the Baptist Church
Sunday afternoon.

t Notice is hereby given that on the
. 32nd d a y of May, A. J>.
the sai d
Robert R. Searles wa^C.-mily adjudi
cated bankrupt;, ahd that the first meeting
of creditors will 'be.hsid at the office of
Edwin L. Vail, in'Houlton on the 14th
day of June A.
D. Rip.i. :it lO.t'Oo’clock in the forenoon, at which time
the said creditors may attend, prove
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
Notice of First Meeting o ' Creditors the bankrupt, and transact 'such other
In the District Court of the United States business as may properly come before
for the Northern Division of the Dis said meeting.
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
Robert R. S'-aries
In Bankruptcy
Dated at Houlton. May 22, 1913.
bankrupt.
EDW IN L. VAIL,
33- the creditors of said Robert
1’.
Referee
In Bankruptcy.
Searles nf Woodland in the county of

Mrs. Eliza Mooers

Mrs. Eliza Mooers, widow of the
late David Mooers .died at her home
Friday night, after a short illness of
pneumonia. She was about seventysix years old, but was enjoying good
health until stricken with the dread
disease.
She leaves to mourn her death two
sons, Albert E. of Houlton, and Chas.
of this town, two daughter, Mrs. Willian Stewart of Norridgewock, and
Mrs. John Middleton of this town,
also two brothers, James Abernethy
and Charles Abernethy, both of Houl
ton.
Mrs. Mooers was a woman of rare
character, and a sunny disposition,
loved and respected by all who knew
her. She was a devout Christian to

G lobe Laundry o f Portland
We are agents for this laundry—the largest and best in
Maine. Prices reasonable. Laundry goes on Tuesday and
returns an Saturday.

Dalton & Leighton’s Barber Shop

acute rheumatism.
Thoge from Llttieton who attended
Houlton Grange on Saturday evening
greatly enjoyed the beautiful tableaux
use<1 ,n the de£ree work.
;
Rev. Markg Turner
and
wife
attendConvention jn Mars Hill
on Wednesday, and Thursday. They
report a very profitable session.

69 M a i n S tr e e t

BOB

N I N T H

A N N U A L

T O U R

STERLIN G’S M A M M O T H

Temple Theatre
O. B E E C H E R C H U R C H ILL , Manager and Prop’r
Program issued every Monday morning bringing to your
door the highest paid Artists in Screendom

UNCLE TOM’S CABIN CO.
O pera House, Houlton

P rogra m -W eek o f M ay 26

W ednesday evening, M A Y

W E D N E SD A Y
MRS. CHARLIE CHAPLIN (Miss Mildred Harris 1 in Big
timely Drama, “FOR H U S B A N D S O N L Y ”

Complete Production

28

Concert Band

“ Yes, I buy all my paint by the label rather than by
the color, because I know this label can be relied upon.”

s
(S herwin -W illiams H ouse Paint)
is a guarantee of service a n i quality, backed by the wellknown paint manufacturers of Cover-the-Earth Products.
We have on hand a large assortment of colors and
:an supply you. Come in and let us help you select a
-M
i i table shade.

High Class Vaudeville

Husbands bring your wives, wives bring your husbands, a picture you
don’t want to miss.

\

Also Universal Current Events
THURSDAY
W. W. HODKINSON CORP. Presents House Peters and
Anna Lehr in “T H U N D E R B O L T S OF F A T E ”
Some peoples Fate hangs on Thunderbolts, others on beds of case.

Popular Prices

Putnam Hardware Co.
NOT

MOVING

PICTURES

Also Houdini “T H E H A N DCU FF K IN G ” and Weekly News
Reel
F R ID A Y
Matinee 2 to 3.15 P. M. on account of Musical Drama in
Evening
Charming May Allison in 5 Reel Comedy Drama “PEGGY
DOES H ER D A RN D EST”
A good laugh for the whole family from grandmother down to baby
brother.

Also Katzenjammer Kids and Educational Animal Reel
EVENING
A Musical Drama in four acts, auspices Woodstock Tennis
Club “ WHY SHE LOVED HIM” Directed by Theodore H.
Bird
SA T U R D A Y
HAROLD LOCKWWOOD in “ SHADOWS OF SUSPICION”
Lockwood haa won untold admirers and has succeeded in retaining
them. In the cast of an English secret service agent he handles his role
wall.

A bo F O X S U N S H IN E C O M E D Y “W H O ’S YO UR F A T H 
ER?”

MONDAY, JUNE 2
GOUDW YN Presente Geraldine Farrar in "S H A D O W S ”
For strong dramatic entertainment it hs few equals

Also Fold Educational Reel
T U ESD A Y , JUNE 3
Gladys Brock well in “T H E C A LL OF T H E SO U L ”
5 Reel Melodrama from the book by Jula Burnham.

Also Eddie Polo in the “LU R E OF T H E C IR C U S ”
Also Mutt and Jeff in their funny cartoons
S H O W S DAILY: 2— 3.30; 7— 8.30 P. M.
Doors open 30 minutes before show starts

4

at

th e T e m p le T h e a t r e

T h u rsd ay

Phone 441

Houlton, Me

Agents for International 8-16 Tractor
LIFE_ is

uncertian, better take a
Policy with the good old reli
able Equitable Life Assurance Society
THEO. J. FOX, Agent

BIG S H O W

v\

mm

A ttention o f
Potato Farm ers!
W e want to call your attention to a
wonderful bargain in a 120 acre farm,
1 1 - 2 miles from Kitttery, Me. depot and
Navy Yard, 3 miles from City Ports
mouth, N. H. about 80 acres tillage, of
which one field has 65 acres, level as a
floor with very finest of potato soil, all
of which can be operated with a tractor,
entirely free, and of brownsh texture,
clay subsoil. Thousands of dollars can
be saved in rates in raising potatoes at
this place; also wonderful opportunity
for keeping hogs, plenty of free swill ob
tainable at the Kittery Navy yard. Clapboarded 40x80 barn, cupola and weather
vane, newly shingled, with cut granite
underpinning, deep cellar. 2 1-2 story,
! 12 room house, newly painted and paper!ed; 2 story ell connecting to house, work
! shop and storage in upper, two story
Ihenhouse, shed and carriage house; 50
! fruit trees, wood for home use. Large
! amount of young growing pine. BoardJed by small salt water ’ tideriver in
which there are large runs of Herrings,
IAlewives and smelts in season; within
j 10 minutes walk of Piscataqua River,
j good fishing, an sail to ocean.
This
|property is pleasantly situated and a dei sirable location, one-half mile off the
i State boulevard. 1 1-4 miles to Electric
|cars, 10 mins, to district school and 2
Ichurches. W e can offer this remark
able bargain for only $7500, and we want
a real potato farmer to inspect this
j farm. Photos upon request. CHAMBERj LAIN & BURXHM, INC. 294 Washing
ton St. Boston, Mass. Tel. Fort Hill
i 3053.
320

Purington’s
If you want to see a real good Show,
take a look at the Men's Suits, Hats and
Furnishings we are showing now.
New styles in Men's Suits
w orth seeing, buying and w ear
ing.
There are no freaks, fakes or
tricks in our show. You w ill get
your full m oney’s w orth in any
thing you buy.
Suits in novelty and conservative
models, {light, medium and dark pat
terns, $15 to $40.
Underwear, Shirts, Silk Hose, Collars
and Belts.

L. S.

PU RIN G TO N
Smart Clothes

Tb* Steln-BlorbCo. 1919

